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Age 13: Solar inventions with Yale Professor, Everett Barber.

Age 37: Founder of Earth Network Inc. to solve global problems. (50% gross to Feed the
Children.)

INTENT: End suffering globally and transition humanity to a new era, transform public
institutions and private lives, form a new field of science, and reform education systems globally.

Dedication

This book is dedicated to activists working for change.

Misconceptions about human nature are causing our current problems, both
public and private. We need activists to change systems of policing, institutions
and attitudes toward others.

Preface

If you believe the government just because it is the government then you are lost. The
government tends to base its actions on distrust of human nature and in the most basic way is
therefore against you. May systems are not designed to give you liberty but restrict and control to
the point of death. I had to write this book to show you that you are not trash to be bullied, but
treasure! Like the basic tenets of American democracy, because you are basically good you
deserve freedom. This book illustrates these points using my own life struggles as an example.
We must all come to the final conclusion that we are good and can be trusted to do what is right.

“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we
created them... “A new type of thinking is essential if mankind is to survive
and move toward higher levels.” — Albert Einstein

“The most important decision we make is whether we believe we live in a
friendly or hostile universe.” ― Albert Einstein

“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree it
will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” ― Albert Einstein

“Everything that is really great and inspiring is created by the individual who
can labor in freedom.” ― Albert Einstein

“Our separation from each other is an optical illusion.” ― Albert Einstein

“Unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth” ― Albert
Einstein

“As our circle of knowledge expands, so does the circumference of darkness
surrounding it.” ― Albert Einstein

“Failure is success in progress” ― Albert Einstein

“Striving for social justice is the most valuable thing to do in life.” ― Albert
Einstein

“The person who follows the crowd will usually go no further than the crowd.
The person who walks alone is likely to find himself in places no one has ever
seen before.” ― Albert Einstein

“The man with the greatest soul will always face the greatest war with the low
minded person.” ― Albert Einstein

Unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth. If people are
good only because they fear punishment, and hope for reward, then we are a
sorry lot indeed.” ― Albert Einstein

“The difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has its limits.” ―
Albert Einstein

“Few people are capable of expressing with equanimity opinions which differ
from the prejudices of their social environment.” ― Albert Einstein

“What is right is not always popular, and what is popular is not always right.”
― Albert Einstein

“The man of science is a poor philosopher. Never give up on what you really
want to do. The person with big dreams is more powerful than one with all the
facts.” ― Albert Einstein

Traditionally, most psychiatric studies have been conducted on human inadequacies and
neurosis, mental disorders, criminal behavior, risk factors and depression. This particularly
American tendency to look at everything believed to be wrong with human nature is creating
those problems it attempts to solve.
Authorities have traditionally viewed our behavior through the lens of these errors. This is
precisely why we have a national problem with policing and why we incarcerate a higher
percentage of the population than any other country on earth. When we distrust human nature,
we falsely justify harming people for the greater good. Putting people in prison is not protecting
society, it is incarcerating society.
These tendencies are symptoms of core beliefs that come from materialism, Darwinism and
ancient religion. American mainstream beliefs are based on some of the most negative concepts
about human nature that exist in the world today. That is why Maslow’s study was
groundbreaking. It was the first major study of positive traits in people. His intent was to
discover why successful people were successful. What did they believe and why? As it turns out,
his study found that successful people believed in their own goodness and trusted themselves.
Huffpost.com reports that Maslow’s study of high achievers finds that self-actualized people
“make up their own minds, come to their own decisions, are self-starters, are responsible for
themselves and their own destinies. [...] too many people do not make up their own minds, but
have their minds made up for them by salesmen, advertisers, parents, propagandists, TV,
newspapers and so on. Self-actualized people have codes of ethics that are individualized and
autonomous rather than being dictated by society. They are the most ethical of people even
though their ethics are not necessarily the same as those of the people around them [...because]

the ordinary ethical behavior of the average person is largely conventional behavior rather than
truly ethical behavior.”
Like the many of the subjects of Maslow’s study, I am a humanitarian. All I ever did was believe
in myself and the good of all. I trusted where others did not, and I was led to the truth and
answers we so desperately need in our society at this time in history.
Our country is fracturing and falling apart because we distrust and demonize human nature. My
case is a perfect example of how that is done, and so I use it in this book to illustrate how far off
and destructive official mainstream beliefs are. At the same time, my work that has been
deliberately suppressed serves as an example of the kind of new thinking that can help to solve
our problems, both public and private. He who goes to prison for his beliefs and for publishing
the solution to humanity’s problems must have something worth hearing, or why would agents of
the government go to such great lengths to deny the public this work and isolate and demonize
its author? As Einstein said, “we cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used
when we created them... “A new type of thinking is essential if mankind is to survive and move
toward higher levels.”

Introduction

At age twelve

If thoughts create matter, I thought at age 12, I was going to find out. As a timid child with many
shortcomings and few notable accomplishments, I was able to make the lesson within a
metaphysical book work exceedingly well.
I saw the long lines at gas stations on our black and white 1970 model Sylvania TV when Jimmy
Carter was president. To compensate for my perceived insignificance and shy demeanor, I
vividly pictured myself eradicating the energy shortage. Even better, I saw myself as a world
renown educator changing the course of civilization. If my thoughts can create matter, I will
soon know.
Little did I know that within a year I would have a solar home I designed built in my home town
and that I would be working with a Yale professor on a solar invention. Nor would I have
dreamed that I would have a contract with the American Supply Company at age 18.
Because my mind did form matter, I gave up all of that to pursue a more important goal.

“Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one has learned in
school... Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from
mediocre minds.” — Albert Einstein.

How can everyone be wrong?
In the same way anyone thinks they are right — cognitive dissonance. They see what they want
to see. Because our thoughts create our reality, the thought that our thoughts do not create our
reality creates our reality. Not only are our beliefs projected into events holographically, but they
also filter our perception, which is why people are always convinced they are right. Our
civilization is hypnotized by the strong belief that our thoughts do not create reality and that
human nature is basically bad. But they are wrong.
The original vision I had of an ideal future for humanity was in a book I titled “The Dragon
Slayer.” It was confiscated by the government, yet the energy of the vision could not be stopped.
Despite millions of dollars spent on stopping me and extreme physical force, nothing could
prevent this information from reaching the world.

I wrote a book outlining the new civilization and the means for individuals everywhere to create
their dreams. “The Solution...” which was confiscated twice was rewritten twice and is now
available.
I created an institution to help carry out the mission. Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous
Individuals, Inc. was founded in 2000. This mission statement dates from the original created
when the Dragon Slayer book was written.
MISSION STATEMENT: Introduce simple concepts that can bring an end to suffering and
conflict globally, transition humanity to a new era, transform public institutions and private
lives, form a new field of science, and reform education systems globally.
When I was younger the world did not always take kindly to these ideas. When I set out to make
real changes in the world the government tried to stop me. As a result, I was forced to use the
philosophy and principles under some pretty adverse conditions and circumstances. The facts is,
they worked. Currently I enjoy book royalties as I follow my dream helping people in over 150
countries so far.
I was not given advantage. I am self-made. What happened to me early on in my life is a pattern
that is repeated through all of history over and over again. We see it happening in politics. When
someone makes progress in the right direction, those that resist may fight back and try to pull us
down.
I am challenging underlying issues that prevent people from effortlessly materializing joy,
wealth, love and success. My work and first book has correctly identified what is holding
humanity back and causing our current division and issues in the news. To the degree I am
determined to free humanity of this cause of suffering, however, there are certain people hellbent on maintaining it.
These people are all the same. They demonize others. There are those who see evil in others to
the degree I see good in others. Their efforts to destroy are proportional to the good that others
do. Some are in high positions in government.

Donald Trump is a good example of the kind of person I am referring to. But, as I said, no one
can stop me. As you read the facts will come through gradually until you grasp this account.
Absorb and retain what you read as you go, and all will be made clear in the end.
At 58 I look back and see that I have had a major positive impact on humanity, which always
was my purpose. The philosophy works. Where others have failed, I have succeeded, or you
would not be reading this. Even when facing the enemy, be it a bully or politician, the principles
I teach have proven highly effective. If I can do it, then certainly you can.
My work includes proposals for entirely new institutions. All the problems we see in the U.S.
can be solved. My original work contains solutions for all the problems we are currently facing
in the world. The bullying, the cruelty, the police and other institutions are sometimes pitted
against the people they are supposed to serve. These are symptoms of a deeper problem
explained in “The Solution...” They are not primary causes.
The world still does not yet fully understand the source of and solution to these problems or we
would have solved them. The problems we are facing in the U.S. and around the world were
predicted in the first “Solution.” I gave the world the solution to the problems that are now
pulling the country apart.
When someone tries to hold you back or hurt you, do what I do. Remember the positive nature of
your purpose in life and simply visualize what you desire to achieve. Even when I lost
everything, I applied the principles I am now teaching, and each time I recreated my work, it
came out even better. Everything helps you if you have the right attitude. Nothing can harm you
if you do not let it.
My experience shows that no one can stop your thoughts from manifesting, not even the most
powerful government in the world. My ability to prevail is partly because of the positive nature
of what I am doing for humanity.
The story is still unfolding and what I am doing is not yet done.
It is not that the government or human nature are inherently untrustworthy, it’s the belief that we
are bad, and the finger pointing, division and bullying that results that are driving the problems in
the world today.

Was I trying to implement the concepts I learned early in life by trying to help strangers in New
Haven Connecticut in 2000 on the day I was dragged out of my vehicle and thrown on the
asphalt? Or was I a criminal that deserved what the state recommended — ninety years in
prison? This book is written to help you determine your answer to that question.

Chapter One: Thoughts Create Reality

"Most of the “evil” we see in the world is not because we are inherently bad,
but because we believe we are. "

― William Eastwood

Are people good?
Yes, people are good inside. YOU are altruistic! It is only beliefs and resulting behavior that
often seems evil. The soul inside is not. The soul and the true self are altruistic.
Quantum mechanics and David Bohm, a friend and colleague of Einstein’s, reveal a new
scientific awareness that the universe is composed of one unbroken field of energy. The
metaphysical philosophy given here tells us that this energy is consciousness, and that
consciousness is altruistic. Therefore, you and everything else in the universe are altruistic. You
are good.
Because our thoughts form our reality and create our experience, we are free to materialize the
opposite assumption and believe we are unworthy. However, that is a false belief. It is not an
inherent truth regarding any consciousness or the universe itself.
When we watch the news on our TV, we see what seems like evidence of man’s duplicity.
However broken and tainted humans seem to be, however, these instances of poor behavior are a
manifestation of beliefs. Our civilization is based on the belief that we are basically bad rather
than good. These beliefs manifest as behavior. Anything contrary to the goodness inherent in all

life is a result of projecting false beliefs and misinterpretation of events due to those same false
beliefs.
We see how difficult it can be to penetrate the propaganda of fake news. It is even more difficult
to help people out of negative convictions that we were all brought up on. Popular opinion and
mainstream beliefs create a powerful collective hypnosis.

Can thoughts create matter? This is my true story
At age 12 I was a shy “nobody.” Middle class with no advantages and introverted, I applied the
principle that thoughts create matter using visualization. I imagined myself a great architect and
inventor solving world problems and in the limelight.
It all happened so fast that it made my head spin. My parents got me a drafting table and when I
looked up, the entire front page of our newspaper was an article titled, “The Kid with the Sun in
His Eyes.”
By age 13 my solar homes were being built in my home town. At 13 years old a Yale Professor
called my mother to ask me to work on his solar invention. By 18 I had a contract with the
American Supply Company. At the Capitol of the constitution state the eyes of the world were
on me as I unveiled a full-scale model of my modular solar system at the annual energy
exposition in Hartford Connecticut. I had achieved the goal I had set at age 12. I was reducing
US energy consumption and I was in the limelight. At the annual energy exposition in Hartford
Connecticut, businesses from all over New England were signing on to carry my solar systems.

Necessity is the mother of invention
“Necessity is the mother of invention,” means when we need something badly enough, we will
find a way. When a person needs food to survive, for example, he will find a way to obtain it.
That’s the way it was in 1975 when I began testing these principles myself. My life was average,
the concepts were new, and there were no books but Norman Vincent Peal’s “The Power of
Positive Thinking,” Jane Robert’s Seth series and a few others. I was studying all of them more
out of necessity than anything else.

As I read every book available, Seth (by Jane Roberts) was no exception. Seth said that advanced
souls often chose difficult life situations because the necessity of having to solve their problems
early in life forced rapid development which often led to achievement and satisfaction later in
life.
Hopefully, I thought, I am in that category because I have more problems than most people, and
so it was for me in 1975 when I was twelve years old.
But as most twelve-year-old kids do, I had a fantastic imagination and positive conviction. I had
an extremely intense consciousness and so I would make really good or really bad things happen
fast, depending on my state of mind.
In my mind I was certain that the metaphysical worldview and principles I was learning were
correct and in consequence, that I would thus solve the world’s problems. Being a visionary and
of high expectation, I somehow knew that I would be the one to do so. At twelve years-old I
committed to solving the nation’s energy problems that were front and center in the news when
Jimmy Carter was president of the U.S.
I experienced rapid success. Within a few years at most, I went from being an insecure and shy
child to displaying impressive achievements in the emerging field of solar energy and
technology. However, at eighteen I was far from being a tough-skinned businessman, and as a
result my solar plans and industry leads were stolen at the Hartford Energy Exposition by
someone I had trusted.
It may be that my soul planned this because the loss made me realize that I had to address
something more important than finding a source of clean energy for the world. I thus refocused
on the goal of solving the problem of “mean people” in the world (an over simplification).
I proceeded to teach myself everything I needed to know to achieve my second or newly defined
mission. I taught myself to use a laptop and then wrote for about twenty years in a paradise I
created through positive thinking techniques. By age thirty-seven an investor valued my concept
to solve humanity’s problems at about a quarter of a million dollars. We signed a contract and
Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals was incorporated.

Even “bad” thoughts manifest

In spite of that I had a terrible social anxiety and fear of being misunderstood. After I
incorporated, something then happened that made me fear the worst. Once my consciousness
was focused on the worst possibility, I created something as bad as my previous achievement
was good.
All our thoughts manifest, not just our good ones. I was painfully shy and unfairly targeted
socially, and so when I felt a strong fear of people misunderstanding me, the state I lived in
created an embarrassing fiasco that I could not escape. This event, however destructive it
appeared to be on the surface, served a purpose and was a part of a long-range plan that on some
level I believe I had agreed to beforehand, even if I did not see it at that time.
Forty-five days after founding Earth Network I immediately ran into the most entrenched forces
in the world. I was thrown down as far as one can go. I wasn’t at the bottom of the barrel; it was
as if I was under the barrel and the barrel was full of concrete at the bottom of the ocean.
Considering how powerful and determined government agents were to destroy me, it is a
testament of the effectiveness of the philosophy that I am where I am now with my books and
websites. As I did at age 12 when I went from being a “nobody,” to the top, I did it again many
years after the seizure of my property and body. I manifest my thoughts exactly as I had done
before. I will go back to the time I was kidnapped.

Kidnapped!
As anyone would, I felt I had to escape the worst possible predicament one can be in. However,
it was a public event many other people had a hand in manifesting. Because of this fact they had
to change their beliefs about me in order for me to be set free. That was the last thing they would
do. Once I had agreed to this on inner levels, I could not so easily get out of it, although I tried
my best to do so. What is most interesting in retrospect, is that I found a way despite being
kidnapped. I learned the abilities and limitations inherent in application of conscious creation
principles in the worst conditions a human can be in.
This is a David and Goliath type story of a second triumph in the face of impossible odds.

My Pearl Harbor

The U.S. was drawn into World War II by an unprovoked attack by Japan at Pearl Harbor. Four
months after Pearl Harbor, my uncle, General Jimmy Doolittle bombed Japan. What was done to
me in 2000 by elements of government was my personal equivalent of Pearl Harbor because it
was unprovoked and as insane and destructive as Pearl Harbor. And my retaliation would
ultimately be fierce, bringing out the full power in me to change the world. This was my path to
awesome power. It was also the most powerful path to convey the message Earth Network was
created to convey.
When I was attacked, it wasn’t from a foreign adversary but was instead from within the U.S.
government. Therefore, I was in worse shape than the U.S. was after Pearl Harbor, because in
my situation the people of Connecticut sided with the perceived good guys, the U.S. government.

I was as far down as one can possibly go and then some
I was degraded, humiliated, vilified and hindered to such an extreme degree in what I was
charged with that I do not care to say what it was or what they called me. It doesn’t matter
however, it’s beside the point. Because there was no physical crime, only an alleged intent to
commit a crime, the court can never actually know with certainty what my intents were.
Thoughts are not like DNA, they cannot be isolated and examined in the same way blood or a
weapon can.
When I was persecuted, the court, for example, did not even understand my intents or
worldview. They tried to interpret events through the filter of their official mainstream
worldview. That worldview assumes what Darwin set forth, that we are products of a savage and
sexual evolution, not to be trusted and a result of eons of killing. It is claimed that successive
generations survived by literally murdering the competition and passing down the most sexually
aggressive impulses through their genes.
The courts are based on mainstream belief, and this is the legal view. But that’s not all. It is
usually the belief system of protectors. Underlying a court’s decisions are the beliefs of police,
judges and prosecutors. These individuals see themselves as being protectors, their worth
determined by the degree of threat they protect people from. In their own minds, their personal
value in life is often gauged by how bad the people they protect the public from are. Besides the

need for promotions and the like, they thus have a vested interest in making their victims look
bad.
Those who prosecuted me certainly had extreme negative views of me based on their beliefs but
not my beliefs. They look at “criminals” through the lens of their beliefs, and usually those that
are arrested see themselves in the same way. Everyone disagrees on details but not the bigger
picture. In my case, I disagreed on both the details and the bigger picture.
When they tried to interpret my beliefs through their beliefs, they did not stand a chance of
finding my true intent. Since this was an alleged crime of intent, they never understood what
they were dealing with. The newspapers called me public enemy number one even though I was
on a mission to solve world problems, both public and private. My actions on the day of my
arrest fit into and served that intent.
In the eyes of the court my beliefs were not only misunderstood, but they did also not matter in
the eyes of the law. As a result, I did not stand a chance. I was in effect decimated, cut off and
powerless without anything but my principles and wits. I had less than nothing. Everyone but my
family was against me. The law, being based on Darwinism was no use to me. Conventional
science could not help me. Nor could any church or society understand me because I did not fall
into any of these categories or the favor of any known groups.
I was a forerunner of a system of belief that probably had not yet been encountered by those
within the court system in New Haven Connecticut in 2000. There was no process to follow.
There were no procedures until a court ruling, UNITED STATES VERSES CURTIN, Ninth
Circuit, in 2007, came out with a ruling that would have protected me. My research and journals
would not have been read to a jury for over an hour but would have been inadmissible because of
their inability to determine intent.
I always believed in myself, and so rather than give up, I doubled down on my efforts to help
launch humanity into a new era. Even though I had less than nothing after being kidnapped, I had
my beliefs and vision. I knew the power of my thoughts and I banked on my ability to prevail
even though my situation was like the story of Daniel in the lion’s den. (I am not religious, but
the story fits.)

My soul had most likely created this scenario because as the years went by, the principles I was
testing not only worked, but led me into a situation in which I had greater power and became
much stronger than I otherwise would have become. This then enabled me to carry out my
original mission to deliver a message to humanity.
From the mountains in Colorado, I have recently published a number of articles addressing the
cause of current problems depicted in the mainstream news. Some of those articles surpassed
CNN, USA Today, The New York Times, and all other news organizations. On January sixth,
2021, for example, the blog I wrote titled, “TRUMP RIOT! What is the Cause of Violent Attack
at the Capitol in Washington DC?” ranked number one on the Bing search engine.
Writing it was easy because it was my mission when I was twelve to convey the concepts within
this particular article. I knew the answer to this and other social problems at age 12. I had also
been through the same kind of attack as was happening to Vice President Pence and Congress.
On January 6, 2021, the opportunity I had sought when I founded Earth Network of Altruistic,
Autonomous Individuals Incorporated had been acquired. I achieved this not from the Capitol of
Connecticut but from nearly two miles high in the mountains of Colorado.
I understand the nature of the underlying problem driving the vilification, degrading and division
that is threatening the US and world today. Now I am carrying out the mission I visualized when
I was 12 years old, and what I intended when I founded Earth Network of Altruistic,
Autonomous Individuals.
I understood the concept that your beliefs, thoughts and emotions create your reality when I was
seven years old in 1970. By age 12 I was convinced. Because I was initiated so young, I never
internalized what 99.9 percent of the population learn in school.
From about age twelve I was living the paradigm of creative altruistic, autonomous
consciousness. By doing this I may have at times clashed with official mainstream thinking, but
it was a monumental learning and strengthening experience that put me in direct “combat” with
those elements holding the human race back. I was a revolutionary marching to my own drum as
a child and again as an adult. In the next chapter I will share with you an even earlier experience.

Chapter Two: If You Do Good Things, Good Things Will
Happen to You

“When it comes to the current conditions in our country and in the world, we
can do better than this. Take your country back from primitive superstition,
violence and ignorance.” — William Eastwood

When I was about seven, I had the idea to clean up the trash along a beautiful country road. It
was spring in the gorgeous shoreline colonial town of Madison, Connecticut, USA. I told my
best friend what I wanted to do from my heart because I loved nature and the beauty of that
winding country road. I even loved humanity.
I sold him on the idea by telling him, “if you do good things, good things will happen to you.”
Again, I was speaking from deep inside the pure heart of a child.
We each collected an armload of trash and stomped it into a depression in the ground. I pointed
to a loose rock in a eighteenth-century stone wall and told my best friend, “pull that rock out and
hand it to me.”
As I put the rock on the buried trash and turned to look at my friend, he was busy spreading
coins out on the wall. There had been an old shoe box behind the exact rock I told him to pull out
of the wall. It was full of large old Canadian coins.
I believe my inner self knew the coins were there and directed me to them to make a point. My
spirit knew I was going to do a good deed and it used the opportunity. It was able to reward me
and send me a positive message that would help me to achieve my mission later in life.
The idea was to prove “that if you do good things with your life good things will happen to you.”
Because I was aligned with the principles of the universe, the powers-that-be were able to send
me a treasure with a message behind it.

From this point on I knew I had a mission in life to help people and if I followed that path. I
would be protected, and that no matter what happened or how bad things got, in the end good
things would happen. I did not know at the time that I would need that message to make it to
where I am now.
At age seven I knew that my thoughts created my reality. My family taught me the principles at
an early age, and I was amazed at the potential this knowledge had for the human race. I knew
right away that this was my path, and I would not diverge.
At age twelve I committed to teaching the principles even though I had no idea how I would do
it. I began to study and apply what I was learning, testing it all to see if it would work in my own
life.
I was just an ordinary middle-class kid, and I never knew anyone of social standing. In that
respect, my family never gave me anything other than love and support and helped me when I
needed help.
As a twelve-year-old I visualized myself being a great architect and solving the problem of
energy dependence and then solving world problems. Did it work? You tell me!

Chapter Three: Did it work? You tell me

I still remember the morning I was eating breakfast as my mother was getting me ready for
school and the newspaper arrived in our mailbox. I was embarrassed by the headline, “The Kid
with the Sun in His Eyes.” There I was at my drafting table on the front page! My first thought
was that almost everyone in my school was reading this! Although I did not like the way my
work was described by the reporter, it did cover every iota of the front page and a half of an
inner page, which is something that never happens, but did.

I noted another milestone in my life when at age 13 a Yale Professor contacted my mother.
Professor Everett Barber had found out about my work and offered to let me work on his solar
technology inventions at Sunsearch, a solar research and development firm in my home town of
Guilford Connecticut.
This was also confirmation the metaphysical principles were working.
I was probably the only High School freshmen in my home town to have ever sold solar home
plans directly from the classroom. When I was momentarily excused from class to bring
blueprints to a client who had called me from the school parking lot, I noted that the principle of
visualization I had employed at age 12 was working. The woman was building my design in my
home town, and I felt like a celebrity.
The design was intended to become a modular system because of its extremely low cost of
construction combined with the fact that it was 100% solar heated and cooled, provided
indoor/outdoor areas for growing food and offered a high-quality lifestyle for low-income
families.
At age fifteen I began advertising a line of solar homes that were so effective in reducing energy
consumption that my fee for architectural services would be the amount of the client’s energy
savings (a payment plan). I promised significant energy savings to be paid according to energy
savings accrued. The first who arrived at my parent’s front door in response the newspaper
advertisement asked to see my father. When I said I was the person they came to see they were
astonished by my age. When I led them into my office they were dazzled by the extent and
quality of my work. To my utter dismay, however, they said I was too young but promised to
return when I became an adult.

The newspaper story created added anxiety for me and was another reason why I did not want to
continue with my local school. There was a buzz around my celebrity-like status which I did not
appreciate. This unwanted attention contributed to my mother moving me to the only technical
school offering a full line of certification classes in solar technology in the early 1970's.

When the owner of the new MIT or Milden Institute of Technology, in North Haven Connecticut
heard about my work they contacted my mother. In addition to all the attention in my local high
school, I did not want to memorize battle dates in history class or write a paper on why boys do
not date boys in health class ― because I did not agree with what was being taught I quickly
agreed to attend MIT.
By age eighteen I had graduated.
It was becoming increasingly clear that the metaphysical principles were working. I cannot cover
everything that happened, but it went on until I was thirty-seven. For the most part I was living
the best life I could imagine.

Chapter Four: Stolen Bluprints

Eastwood Solar Planning
At age eighteen my brother and I were certified to design, install and maintain solar systems by
the new MIT. Even more impressive was the fact that our modular solarium system was a big
success.
While in technical school at age 17 my brother and I formed a company to manufacture a
modular solarium system I designed. We rented a historic 1649 mill in Guilford where Eastwood
Solar Planning began. My brother, Scott Eastwood knew more about running a business than I
did, and he introduced me to a retailer who exhibited our solarium system at special events in the
shoreline area. It was his idea to position a prototype on a trailer so that the unit could be
transported. This allowed customers to walk into the unit at their home or wherever it was towed.

It was less than a year before we had an agreement with the American Supply Company.
AMSCO ― the largest distributor of heating equipment in New England ― had brought the
walk-in prototype to the state annual energy show in Hartford. AMSCO offered its retailers
access to the mobile unit as a special sales tool if they agreed to carry the Eastwood sunspace.
The offer was too good to pass up. Multiple retailers signed on to carry the solarium system.
My commitment to provide alternative energy sources to replace fossil fuels made at age 12 was
realized. I was righfully glowing by the fact that I had achieved my goal of reducing energy
consumption in the U.S.A. I was only 18 and I had already set a new precedent by providing
solar systems on a wholesale level, hence nudging the still new environmental movement along
in the Northeast Region of the U.S. Yet, I was unprepared for the sometimes-ruthless nature of
real-world business.
An older from MIT who was instrumental in convincing AMSCO to carry the product took all
the leads at the state show, grabbed my blueprints and followed up on the leads. He formed a
company to manufactured the solarium system I designed and was highly successful.
I was in effect decimated.

Why did this happen?
I looked into the metaphysical factors underlying this event to ascertain its cause. I concluded it
was a prompting to move in another direction. I would absorb myself in a renewed vow to tackle
an even greater challenge of immense proportions that would require years of preparation.
I would lay the foundation for my next goal at Hammonasset Beach State Park in Madison
Connecticut during the summers and in a semi-tropical island paradise in Florida during the
winters. As a clapboard siding specialist contracting luxury homes in the prestigious bedroom
community I easily funded six month vacations from the beach in Connecticut to the beach in
Florida. As soon as work ended, I was at the beach. And in the winter, I would warm my toes in
the waves of seven miles of white sand at Fort Desoto and Pinellas County beaches in southwest
Florida. There I worked on my laptop writing the Dragon Slayer book in which I was the dragon
slayer clearing a path for humanity in the future.

One Saturday morning in Connecticut when all my friends were sleeping late, I spontaneously
decided to drive north. Somewhere in Maine I became too tired to drive and pulled my small RV
over, drew the curtains and fell asleep. When I awoke, I was in a dream world that did not
resemble the state I had left. Within minutes I was entering a lost colonial world of almost
entirely revolutionary era homes. Where and when was I?
Upon taking a left turn on a small side street I drove up a steep incline. There I saw a group of
architecturally-perfect 1700s buildings, and one with a “Built in 1776” historic landmark plaque
on it, had a FOR SALE sign out front. I loved colonial homes and the American revolution. My
dream was to own a revolutionary-era property. This majestic sea captain’s house overlooked the
Machias river. Like homes in old Italy the back yard had a vertical drop of about fifty feet to the
salt water. The hip roofed house with four massive central fireplaces looked like something
Thomas Jefferson would own. Within minutes I had signed the contract to buy with cash.
By age 23 I owned three large colonial homes, including an in-town 18 room 1810 house
Eastport, a time-capsule because at one time it rivaled New York in the days of the great sailing
ships. When new forms of transportation replaced ships, the town was left as-is, like a museum
and a playground for those who like revolutionary homes by the ocean.
With remote internet access introduced in the early 1990s I wrote a manuscript about "Teller,"
whom I called the "Dragon Slayer," because he took down the forces and institutions that were
holding humanity back from the ideal future. Teller was an experiment to identify the best
probably future path for me so that I could work backwards in time to ascertain how I arrived as
my ideal self in a fantastic future for humanity.
From the perspective of my future self, Teller had changed the world for the better. He had taken
down some of the forces holding humanity back. This experiment — creating from the end —
was a metaphysical principle. The goal of changing the course of humanity demanded diligence
and ten years research testing conscious creation principles. But the six hours a day required was
from paradise. The days following the formation of Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous
Individual Inc., I had good reason to be excited by the prospects.

I had an investor treasurer, and I was chief executive officer. There was a lot of money invested
and the goal was to educate humanity. The intent of the corporation is written in its name as
explained here: Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals, Inc.
The seven-year-olds intent to do good things and my childhood ideal — to raise the world up
into a new era — was now a very real possibility. Earth Network was the intended means and the
platform to fulfill that mission. Now that it was in place, I could begin.
But the government was to decide otherwise, at least for the time-being.

Chapter Five: My Pearl Harbor

Struck out of left field by surprise
I never saw it coming except in a disturbing dream several days before my arrest.
The power of society and the U.S. government represents the power of millions of people’s
official beliefs. I had been afraid of ignorance and bullies all my life, and that energy took form
as an attack that resembled the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor. It was a near fatal surprise blow
of a cruel nature. The power of the U.S. government was no match for me at the time.
The bullies I was afraid of were back, but this time with all the official power and thinking of the
mainstream world’s beliefs behind them.
I had been shown that if you do good things, good things will happen to you. So, why was this
happening? I decided it was because Teller had taken on the darkest elements of the U.S.
government. As my ideal future self, I had taken on the “demons” that were holding humanity
back. This attack occurred because my higher self knew what I could do and led me straight to
them.

Why me?
When we set out to achieve a goal, we are often led to those experiences that will best allow us
to achieve that goal. What we need may not be what we think we want. We are often led directly
to whatever is holding us back from achieving that goal, or to the work that needs to be done.
This is exactly what happened to me.
What happened to me was the equivalent of having your own children burned at the stake in
front of you and there is nothing you can do about it. I am not going to give you all the details
because we all know what happens to people that go against President Trump. What happened to
me was even worse. I am not going to dignify the particular threat to civilization that I stood up
to by going too far into what they called me. That would be like telling everyone what the bully
said about you. It doesn’t really matter what they said and did. What matters is the nature of my
response, such as the 12 books I published and story you are reading now. I prevailed regardless
of the worst imaginable attack a person can endure. The principles worked, and in the end good
things happened. I became like Teller, the dragon slayer.

Realization
They books, websites and political articles ahead of major news stations on the internet are proof
that the philosophy and principles that I spent over four decades learning work. They are the
manifestation of my thoughts and good intents, and they speak for themselves. I do not need any
other credentials.
My credentials are that I prevailed despite powerful opposition. I could have decided to continue
my education within the established academic community. There would have been nothing
wrong with doing that. However, I did not want to spend a lot of time focused on a worldview
that I did not agree with. I did not want to final exams testing my understanding of official
mainstream scientific theories when I already knew were myths. So instead, I tested the
metaphysical paradigm.
The result of my study is not something that can be reduced to a page of statistics or facts as in a
conventional study. My four Earth Network websites and twelve books (so far) convey the
results of all that I learned. The Altruistic, Autonomous Movement continues as a global trend.

Good things happened
Between age seven and thirty-seven I had the ups and downs most people experience as they are
learning and living. In my twenties I enjoyed the three homes I acquired in coastal Maine. In my
thirties I spent winter seasons in subtropical Florida and summers in Maine and Connecticut.
Rather that struggle with work and getting ahead I would make enough money in one month to
live off for the entire winter in Florida. I learned to use the new technology by purchasing a
laptop and teaching myself to use it. I would study metaphysics every day and play in the surf
every day. You can’t do better than that, and I knew it!
All I knew was a kind of freedom and paradise few people ever get to enjoy.
Interestingly enough, it is only when I formed my corporation that I ran up against a wall. In
making the firm decision to change the world, destiny or the forces that be brought me directly to
what can only be described as the forces holding humanity back.
I thought that if you do good things, good things will happen to you, but in this case something
seemingly negative was happening to me. Why? It was not until many years later that I realized
that I needed that experience to be able to change the world for the better.
For about 18 years I fought an unmerciful government bent on destroying my identity and work
based solely on their interpretation of my beliefs and writing. But because I focused on my
mission I prevailed. Because I believed that when you do good things that good things will
happen to you, I kept fighting.
If I had not received the message at seven, “that if you do good things, good things will happen
to you,” I would not have made it through that period to the ultimate triumph.
If you remain focused on your life’s mission you can survive whatever life or people throw at
you. The desire to help people that was inherent in my primary objective had more power than
the darkest force on earth and so I prevailed. I maintained the faith and pure heart of a child and
so I prevailed. The decision I made at age seven and the energy I had set in motion in my early
life carried through to completion.

There is nothing in this world that can stop your thoughts from manifesting. For over eighteen
years certain people attempted to force the world’s darkest ideas and official belief systems on
me, but I did not for a second accept them.

Chapter Six: Alone in My Understanding

David Bohm
David Bohm, the author of the classic university textbook, Quantum theory, and friend of
Einstein, believed people could create synchronistic events with their mind. He was right, we can
influence reality to create beneficial synchronistic events.
Bohm describes a multidimensional reality as a pyramid-shaped hierarchy of dimensions in
which each level up orders the level below it. As we move up through levels, they become more
advanced.
Bohm suggested we should take a close look at unusual events. The things that seem to make no
sense or defy all odds, point to what takes place on the next level up. Synchronistic events offer
hints as to something important happening on the level directly above us.
The first time in my life that I read this — what Bohm said above — I knew that his science and
my philosophy had found common ground. I agreed with his assessment that one level up is the
fourth dimension or spacious present where our inner self creates outside of time.
I agreed with him that unusual events indicate a higher order operating in our life. And that by
paying attention to unusual coincidences, we witness a higher order intervention — a process of
manifestation of thoughts we have had in the past.

When I read Bohm's science, I had already been applying metaphysical principles for about
thirty-five years. I wasn’t learning something new. The significance was that this was perhaps
the greatest scientist next to Einstein explaining how events are manifest! This was exciting.
I am backtracking in time from what happened in the last chapter to the period of time preceding
my arrest.

Camping in paradise
My ideas were not radical. I wanted to tell people right away that one of the world’s greatest
scientists had discovered a central tenet of metaphysics and proceeded to declare it science of the
highest caliber. When I went camping at Hammonasset, I told by best friend, and he believed me.
But I was at a point in my life where I had not yet created a teaching platform. Nor was I in
school. I was working as a siding contractor during the summer in Connecticut. I lived out of an
RV on the ocean in what was like paradise to me. I was teaching myself to use the computer with
a laptop and converter plugged into my dashboard.
About a year later I had satellite access to my seven Earth Network websites. It was 1998 and
many people had not yet heard of the internet. Being impressed, someone sent me a fifty-dollar
bill in the mail from Switzerland. They emailed me that they agreed that their thoughts create
their reality but did not agree that all people were good inside. “Some people are just evil,” he
texted. I text back that their spirits were good, but their beliefs were faulty, and this caused what
seemed to be evil behavior.
I would learn just how degrading official beliefs were within two years. However, for the time
being I was living surrounded by joyful people on the vacation of a lifetime. I would swim in the
ocean and play games after work. I was making $45 an hour and working short days and fourhour weeks.
I would side a few mansions where people from New York city moved to create their country
dream. After about four months of off and on work I would pack up and drive to Florida. In
Florida I would work on my Dragon Slayer book and websites under palm trees. At times I
would fish with Great Blue Herons standing beside me. I was playing in what was like a Garden

of Eden I had manifest by applying the metaphysics I was studying. This would go on for over
six months every winter before I returned to Connecticut to side more giant homes.
Here I was after work at a camp site in Hammonasset reading an actual book quoting Bohm and
telling my home town buddy all about it. Bohm had described how more intelligent dimensions
order time-space. I was listening to the surf thinking “right on!” Bohm even went on to say that
electrons seemed to possess the same characteristics as living organisms. I had already become
famous for what I had claimed were alive rocks at Hammonasset. Electrons, I told my friend,
were alive and possessed a kind of basic intelligence.
Bohm’s views were not as advanced as mine, but his science was on the level of Einstein's
theories. And here was this scientist saying that thoughts and matter were basically the same
thing! I often thought to myself “what is wrong with the world, why isn’t this being
communicated to the general public on the news?”
“Wow is it beautiful out now,” I said as I looked around the thousand-acre landscaped park. “It is
a lot like when Columbus said the world was round,” I told my friend sitting in the flickering
light of the red cedar burning in my firepit. Our faces glowed more from the fire as the daylight
dimmed and the sounds of ocean waves crashing, tree frogs, people playing volleyball nearby
and the crackling fire all merged into a single beautiful and mysterious natural chorus. “People
laughed at Columbus, and no one talked much about it because they didn’t believe it,” I said.
“But they will believe Bohm because he and Einstein were colleagues,” I added.
“No one will believe you,” my friend said. “Columbus could have been boiled alive in oil or
quartered by the Church, for speaking heresy, but at least we are safe.”
I looked around me: I was safe, or so I thought. That was how it was in 1998. My life was perfect
because the principles worked for me. I had manifested paradise and had nothing to do but play
and teach others what I had learned, something I had committed to doing not long after I had
turned trash into treasure at age seven.
The truth is more positive than we can presently conceive. You create your reality with your
thoughts and consciousness is altruistic.

Bohm and Einstein in 1947

In 1947, David Bohm became an assistant professor at Princeton University, where he met
Albert Einstein. Albert Einstein said Bohm was a kindred spirit, a like-minded colleague.
•

When observing electrons within groups, Bohm was surprised to find that when in
groups, electrons seemed to behave like flocks of birds or schools of fish—as if they were
somehow alive!

•

My philosophy is largely congruent with David Bohm's scientific paradigm depicting
reality as a hierarchical pyramid of dimensions, each subsequent level ordered by the
dimension directly above it.

The science that perhaps comes closest to understanding reality can be found in David Bohm's
quantum mind. Later in his life Bohm said there was no sharp distinction between thoughts and
matter.
I have cited David Bohm because he is highly respected in the scientific community, whereas
because I have been held back by the establishment due to the nature of my writing, I am not as
well-known as Bohm. Before you pass judgement, realize that many who have impacted the
world in a positive way have taken a similar path. From presidents to prophets, over and over
again in history we see those who transform our world for the better targeted by governments to
hate groups.

Can your thoughts alter reality?
•

Can your thoughts influence people and events?

•

Do your thoughts create your reality?

Yes, to both. Your thoughts influence people and events and your thoughts create your reality.
Driven to improve the world and help people, I have simply put all the pieces together in a
practical and easy to understand format before the establishment has been able to do so. In fact,
although the establishment has withheld my work from the world, I am largely past that part of
my life. I am still at some disadvantage because of what happened in terms of support and my
ability to edit what I write, for example, but I am full of resolve and able to provide solutions to
personal and global problems again.

Your thoughts manifest
After you think them, your thoughts continue to exist. Thoughts combine with similar thoughts
and transform themselves into probable events which contain the impetus and pattern necessary
to evolve into the complexity of matter. Eventually your thoughts form your physical reality.
•

You project your own psychological energy out to form the physical world.

•

Ideas and emotions are energy that coalesce as events and objects.

•

Your life is a learning experience you chose in order to learn how to project energy.

•

Your life situation gives you clarity as to what you are projecting psychologically.

Chapter Seven: A Mission Begun

My Altruistic Movement
A false scientific worldview occurs when the premise upon which a theory is based is incorrect.
When a central premise is false, all that follows and is built on that foundation is distorted. This
is what has happened. Materialism, Darwinism and official psychology are based on a central
premise that is incorrect. Those theories lead to a negative conception of human nature.
There are plenty of noteworthy physicists who will point out the fact that quantum mechanics
disproves classical physics and that our consciousness is connected to everything. Bernard
d'Espagnat, for example, states that the existence of physical objects is dependent on our
consciousness and that this has been proven empirically.

“The doctrine that the world is made up of objects whose existence is
independent of human consciousness turns out to be in conflict with quantum
mechanics and with facts established by experiment.”

―Bernard d'Espagnat

Scientists have used quantum mechanics to develop advanced technology, yet as a society we
have not yet employed those same facts to generate a new and more factual psychology. It is
time to do so.
The information I convey to the world is based on or in agreement with the findings of quantum
mechanics. The concepts I present to the world are thus much more accurate and powerful than
current psychology and standard self-help methods of achievement.
Undivided wholeness, non-classical physics mind-brain science, and amazing quantum
tunneling, for example, reveal that consciousness is not restricted by the laws of classical
physics. Your mind is connected to everything in the universe, can bypass physical laws of cause
and effect and time and space restrictions, and can permeate any seeming barrier.
Einstein's theory of relativity published in 1905 and the resulting discoveries in quantum
mechanics has proven many times over that materialism is incorrect. Both matter and
consciousness are composed of electromagnetic energy. Time and space are relative rather than
fixed..
Yet all thinking on all subjects is still based on the ages-old materialistic assumption of a
universe of disconnected solid material particles. Our civilization is still based on materialism
and associated theories, while quantum mechanics proves the entire paradigm to be false.
Positions in time and space are not fixed and absolute. Things do not just sit out there in their
sequential slots on a forever-fixed line of time. Nor do objects hang in their assigned time and
space slots separated by space. Instead, everything moves around in a state of complete flux, not
even existing in our material world until perceived.

Quantum mechanics gives us one energy movement and mind-matter unity. Infinite probable
realities exist to become visible and physically defined according to the characteristics of
observation (the beliefs, thoughts and emotions of the observer).
Objects and observers are components of one overall unified system. Subjectivity and
consciousness are a primary agent and determinant.
Darwinism is false because it is based on materialism. Materialism assumes that at some point
life entered electrons and chemicals. The idea is that particles accidentally formed life.
Life then gradually became more complex and began to compete with its own components.

How a biological form composed of inherently oppositional parts of accidental
origin and no design held together, never mind evolved, is wildly impossible to
conceive, yet that is the idea on which our sciences and civilization are based.

Psychology is a branch of science that enforces the views of materialistic science on people. It is
based on the idea that we are basically competitive creatures concerned primarily only with
ourselves. Generally speaking, everything in the natural world, even our own mind and the social
good, are incorrectly perceived to be oppositional. This incorrect negativity is one of the main
sources of social, personal and health problems. The purpose of “YOU ARE ALTRUISTIC,” is
to provide you with the facts that discount traditional views of an untrustworthy self.
Due to Einstein's theory of relativity and quantum mechanics introduced early in the twentieth
century, scientists have discovered empirically that the principles of classic physics could not be
correct. The collapsing wave function, for example, introduces an observer (consciousness) and
explains how the energy state of unlimited probable events is transformed into a single physical
particle we can observe.
The new science after Einstein accounts for all the successes of the older classic theory and for
all the data that are incompatible with classic principles (fixed time-space constraints).
Previous science serves as the foundation for our civilization and is thus like a locomotive
barreling down the tracks that will not be stopped. Therefore, even though a new factual science

proves classical physics wrong, you will find endless attacks and rationalizations on the
collapsing wave function online. For this reason, I point out the scientific studies and summaries
you can trust that you may want to view.
The collapsing wave function reveals mind-matter interaction which then leads to a new
scientific paradigm, a new field or kind of science, a new psychology and new view of human
nature that is far more resilient and generous. The collapsing wave function, for example, is
evidence of thoughts (consciousness) manifesting, which then suggests a much easier way to
create what you want in life, which is the second fact my Altruistic Movement conveys. I began
to create a new psychology and methods of achieving goals when I was a teenager in back in the
1970s. At the turn of the century I formed the Altruistic Movement to convey these facts to the
world and before I was able to do so the government commissioned and attack so complete and
thorough that none of my work survived it. Only that which was in my mind remained, and so
that is where the words in this book come from.
I do not take credit for the Altruistic Movement as it exists in around the world today, only for
the concept which is forever indisputably mine because it is a part of the public record as a
corporation I founded in 2000. Earth Network itself is not a company I own any more than the
internet is owned. Earth Network is a global network like the internet, but of ideas that possess
common elements and people who share similar knowledge and purpose.

What is the Altruistic, Autonomous Movement?
The Altruistic, Autonomous Movement is a rapidly expanding circle of people who are
recognizing the noncompetitive, cooperative, unselfish and creative workings of the universe.
The universe is composed of consciousness and consciousness is altruistic and autonomous.

Altruistic = good.

Autonomous = self-governing.

Movement = spreading and expanding globally.

Because everything in the universe is composed of consciousness, we can redefine ourselves and
the universe itself as altruistic because that is the nature of all consciousness. The consciousness
that forms us and the universe is altruistic.

Every person and aspect of reality is composed of the same high-grade
consciousness. This is my main message to humanity and what I set out to
convey in my first organization and book.

I founded the Altruistic Movement
In 2000, I (William Eastwood) founded Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals,
Inc., in Connecticut, USA (PDF: Proof of Inc). This initial attempt was crushed by an established
institution with the opposite view, although the effort has continued to become increasingly
successful. The cause of personal and international conflict and human rights violations is a basic
misunderstanding of our inherent good nature.
Altruism is grounded in and motivated by a belief that human nature is primarily good. Altruism
is a characteristic of consciousness. Our definition of altruism is thus different than the
mainstream definition.

All human advances are a result of believing in our goodness
•

All advances in human history are based on a belief in human goodness.

•

Every form of cruelty and tyranny are based on the opposite.

•

Every revolution in history was its own altruistic, autonomous movement.

Where do your freedom and rights come from?
•

Your rights come from recognition of your goodness.

•

Recognition of your goodness is an enlightenment.

•

The original enlightenment led to the formation of the America.

The American Constitution, the industrial revolution and all the truly great movements in human
history, such as the Emancipation Proclamation, are shifts toward greater belief in human
altruism and thus the right to autonomy (self-government or self-determination).
The altruistic, autonomous movement philosophy is the philosophy of our founding fathers, and
the basic tenets of democracy and liberty. The United States of America is part of an altruist
trend. Historically speaking, the altruistic, autonomous movement is thus a phrase that stands for
the advancement of humanity. That is why I call it and EN “AMEN” (Altruistic Movement and
Earth Network).
According to the Declaration of Independence, men are equal in their unalienable liberties. The
US Constitution and the altruist movement are based on the idea that human nature is good rather
than bad, and that therefore everyone deserves certain liberties and the right to pursue and
achieve happiness in life. Democracy, as an example, is great because it allows for personal selfgovernment or a higher level of autonomy.
The constitution makes the individual under its protection powerful and free. The New
Enlightenment—the Altruistic, Autonomous Movement—is conscious evolution. Knowledge is
power and the ability and right to have what you want and desire in life without shame or
apology.

Prior to Enlightenment
Mainstream beliefs prior to the Age of Enlightenment in Europe were much darker. There was
basically one belief system, and it was dictated to the masses by the Church of England. The
primary view was of a sinful and untrustworthy human. In general, life on earth was believed to
be punishment for sins.
With the advent of The Age of Enlightenment, the world breaks free of this dark era and the grip
had on humanity through the forceful degrading beliefs of the church. We can largely credit
Martin Luther for breaking us free from that era and hence bringing about the original period of
historical enlightenment.

The basis of a new civilization
The future civilization I described in the Dragon Slayer book was based on the idea that we are
good. The Altruistic Movement can bring it about because it moves human thinking toward that
realization. My movement in which the true nature of consciousness is recognized as defining us
and as being “good” marks the beginning of a philosophy of human goodness on which to base a
new civilization.
Based on my book, "The Solution to All of Humanity's Problems & The Secret to Creating the
Life You Want," I outline the requirements for a new civilization. A Supreme Court ruling given
in that book on its own can shift our country onto a new track, and the ruling is possible at this
time if legislators push for it.

Can it help civilization?
Yes, the altruistic movement can transform civilization. A new view of human nature can lead to
an entirely new kind of behavior and peaceful civilization. The altruistic person is the opposite of
an authoritarian, nationalist, a protector, a violent or religious extremist, a racist or Darwinist that
thinks people should be good but are not.

The old and new definition of altruism
People who try hard to be selfless in their service to others are often driven by a deep inner belief
in human unworthiness. They are trying to be good because deep down inside they think they are
flawed and/or sinful. To be good they think that they must go against what they naturally are —
untrustworthy humans. This is the problem in the world today.
When people understand that they are inherently good, then they will not have to be selfless or
go against their natural inclinations. Consciousness is inherently altruistic. All consciousness
moves toward action which benefits both the self and others.

If a branch on a tree denied itself sunlight, doing so would not benefit the tree. We are like a leaf
or branch on a tree. We must help all leaves and all branches in order to strengthen the tree. This
is exactly what consciousness does.
As consciousness thrusts forward with inherent creative drive, its propensity is inherently
altruistic. On spiritual and cellular levels consciousness is engaged in the ongoing assessment of
any given action being considered. When making any decision it will choose to take the action
which benefits itself and others most.
The probable future outcomes of all potential actions are seen in advance on biological and
spiritual levels because all time is simultaneous. When the ramification or long-term outcome of
an action being considered is ascertained, the information is sent to the conscious self in the form
of intuition and an impulse to act in a specific direction.
This inner guidance system is always operating. Consciousness is infinitely intelligent and
always acts for the good of all. Consciousness cannot work for the good of one at the expense of
another, it is impossible. The concept that we are selfish beings that choose actions that are
helpful to our self and not to others is a myth based on ignorance. It is impossible to help
yourself at the expense of others. If you do something that hurts others you hurt yourself.

We begin to notice seeming coincidences
In this century there is a change in awareness taking place. We are entering a spiritual age of
metabiological awakening. This is a personal and social evolution into a new way of living and
relating to people and life
The process begins when we begin to notice coincidences in our lives. This will occur when we
raise our energy with positive thinking and through metaphysical principles of giving attention to
that which we are bringing into existence create events that lead to that outcome.
When the right people enter our life, or something happens to save us at just the right time, we
are fascinated and reassured at the same time. A sudden burst of positive emotion fills us, and we
realize that life is much more than what we were taught. The faith and optimism that we felt as
children returns, and we are bathed in a new energy and dynamic that is incredibly stimulating.

We begin to notice a pattern in our life. When we hold traditional beliefs, we see the world in a
certain way that provokes fear and a worry that events may be spiraling downward or in some
other way betraying our best interests. This focus causes our energy to plummet and fear to grip
the moment.
When our energy drops the coincidences do not happen as frequently. This leads us to believe
that there is a connection between higher states of energy and the events that happen in our lives.
There is. We then begin a learning process so that we may enjoy this sense of having something
upholding us and bringing us what we need and want in life. We take a quantum leap into a new
way of living that includes maintaining a higher energy state based on positive thinking and
understanding. We know the universe wants to help us and is active in doing so. And we know
that our nature itself is altuistic.
The force operating in our lives below normal awareness is our own deeper consciousness. When
we pay attention to what is happening, we soon realize that life is not supposed to be painful.
Existence is oriented in a positive way that we missed before.
We begin a journey of seeking insights through a strong thirst for learning and going higher in
our energy. In the process one such insight is that we are consciousness and consciousness is
effortlessly and automatically altruistic and autonomous (capable of self-government and correct
decisions that benefit the self and others at the same time).
As more and more people awaken to realize that they are creating their reality, the world
changes. When a person’s worldview changes, priorities change, and a new focus emerges. We
become concerned about learning more, remaining positive and raising our energy.
The inner consciousness behind the coincidences in our lives is altruistic. This is not a force
operating outside of us as in religion, and it is completely out of character with Darwinism,
Freudian thought or the mechanistic paradigm of mainstream science.
The way we use this inner consciousness is through faith. Not religious faith, but faith in the
universe, ourselves and everything desirable. Faith in your ability to create what you want in life,
for example, is a practical faith. That practical faith will result in your ability to create what you
want in life.

Yes, the altruistic movement and the knowledge can help you. This mysterious force bringing us
beneficial coincidences is the unbroken field of energy that quantum physicists have been
studying. It is the consciousness that composes the Universe itself. It is the individualized portion
of All-That-Is that forms our individuality and inner self. It is our personal connection to the
source of creation which is a portion of what we are. It is a state of infinite potential in which all
that can be will be by means of the abilities within its composition of love, creativity and
intelligence.
Each person progresses differently, yet there are common stages and insights that mark learning,
expansion and empowerment.
•

An expansion of consciousness leads to a personal paradigm-shift and higher energy
associated.

•

Application of the philosophy.

•

Attention to coincidences and other indications that something is happening.

•

A newfound awareness of the nature and power of your consciousness and self.

•

You realize that consciousness is good and so are you.

•

Awareness of resistance and lower energy.

•

Life becomes centered on seeking insights and knowledge to maintain higher energy and
to manifest desires.

Moving in the best direction and manifesting involves managing thoughts and emotions and
remaining inspired and focused on beauty, what we desire, personal passions and whatever raises
our energy.
We are sometimes limited as to our options when we interact with the world because of people
stuck in “the old world.” People and institutions will sometimes trigger a drop in our energy
through insult or injury.
But other people cannot stop us. We learn not to react but instead take the higher road and in
doing so eventually teach through example. People become attracted to our success and wonder
how it is that we are not affected adversely by what they see as life’s threats and dangers.
Nonlinear time thinking is the only path to living safe.

Chapter Eight: Your Thoughts ARE Reality

The reason why many people do not realize that their thoughts create their reality is because
their thoughts do create their reality. Their reality reflects their strong belief that their thoughts
do not create their reality.

Are thoughts reality?
It is true that thoughts ARE reality because consciousness is primary. There are levels of
consciousness that we pass through every night when we reach deeper and deeper levels of sleep.
Dreams are translations of information coming from deeper levels of consciousness. It is in these
levels of consciousness that we can get first hand evidence that our thoughts are reality.
Traditional science has failed to realize that an inner framework of reality even exists and has not
proven that it does not exist. The inner framework is composed of consciousness and infinite
expressions of that consciousness, some physical and some in other forms.
While in a lucid dream, a thought will manifest immediately. Here we witness the process. The
thought exists first, and the images and experiences follow. The same holds true of physical
reality, only the manifestation of our thoughts is not immediately apparent in time-space.
All time exists now. A thought will manifest immediately in time-space, but we will not
experience it until we catch up to it in our future.
The paradigm that thoughts form matter provides a way to solve all problems, public and private.
I provide the answers in my books and on the free EN websites.

Your beliefs, thoughts and emotions create your reality
Your beliefs, thoughts and emotions create your reality. Think of reality as being interactive.
Events happen in response to what you are thinking. There is a direct connection and relationship
between what you are thinking at any given time and what you are experiencing. Perception and
reality are altered by your thoughts. This explains why there is so much disagreement in the

world. Each person on earth creates their own reality which corresponds with what they believe
about reality. Reality actively reflects your thoughts, and this is why it is so convincing. The
vividness of material reality leads us to believe that it is the primary reality.
Thoughts and consciousness ARE the primary reality. You are creating your reality. That makes
you a creator. Your consciousness is creating your physical reality, which implies that you wield
the power of creation and are far more amazing than you may have previously thought. You
create your reality with your thoughts. You have an amazing opportunity to create anything you
want in life.
The substance of physical reality is thought or consciousness in a solid form like water in its
solid form as ice. When you think thoughts, they continue to exist and on inner levels of
consciousness they grow and evolve like everything in nature does. When a certain level of
intensity is reached and when conditions permit, they coagulate into matter.
The physical reality around you is thought energy. It is an electromagnetic reality that exists first
as thoughts and other forms of consciousness such as emotion and mental images, and these
thought-forms, when reaching a certain stage of natural development, become PHYSICAL
reality.

Chapter Nine: The Zero Point Field (ZPF)

Do my thoughts create matter?
Yes, your thoughts create matter, and you are inside of a hologram created entirely by
consciousness. Consciousness creates your reality in all its aspects! Both thoughts and matter are
electromagnetic energy. Your beliefs, thoughts and emotions are generally a lesser intensity of
electromagnetic energy. When they reach a high level of intensity they manifest as a solid.
Physically solid events are actually holographic projections of energy being projected, created

and destroyed at the speed of light. Your mind is doing the projecting, and that is the miracle of
creation. You are God-like in your ability to create physical matter and the events of your life.
The fact that your environment is a holographic projection of your brain and five senses explains
part of the mystery as to how consciousness and thoughts create matter and physical reality. So
yes, your thoughts create matter and consciousness creates your reality by creating a physical
hologram. As your mind projects scenes in dreams, the mind projects your physical environment
in the same basic way, but while you are awake to the physical dream.

It is not that reality is not real, it is that we must redefine reality.

The Zero Point Field (ZPF)
Scientists cannot create a complete vacuum devoid of all matter and energy. The Zero Point
Field (ZPF) is everything remaining. The ZPF is a wellspring of tiny ‘particles’ that surge into
existence from out of nowhere. This field is all around you. The ZPF is everywhere and in
everything. The ZPF is in every space, be it in your house, in the densest bone within you, or the
void between galaxies.
The area between you and what you are reading may seem to be empty, but it is instead filled
with virtual ‘particles.’ The universe and all particles, including virtual particles, are not solid
things, but are instead packets or waves of moving energy. Virtual particles can be thought of as
energy moving into our dimension from somewhere else.

Science has not yet realized that our physical reality is a product of that
“somewhere else”
Scientists do not know what these mysterious virtual particles are or where they come
from. They do know, however, that their combined energy is significant. The ZPF ocean of
virtual particles is an enormous reservoir of energy that exists everywhere. NASA, for example,
believes there is a lot of energy there, or it would not be researching the feasibility of an
intergalactic craft powered by ZPF energy.

The basic substructure of the universe is a sea of quantum fields. Think of this as being both the
foundation and threshold of our physical reality. What we perceive to be a seeming solid, stable
and static universe is actually a seething maelstrom of subatomic particles. The smallest particles
that physicists study are not solid but are short-lived little sparks of energy fleetingly popping in
and out of existence. All elementary particles interact with each other by exchanging energy
through other quantum particles, which appear out of nowhere.
The ZPF is an electromagnetic field sending out waves of energy at the speed of light. An
electromagnetic field is simply a convenient abstraction to try to make sense of the actions of
electricity and magnetism and their ability to influence objects at a distance ― and, technically,
into infinity. Simply put, a field is a region of influence, or electromagnetic energy.
Scientists cannot really define what anything is, or what electromagnetic energy is. The same can
be said about consciousness. Thought is electromagnetic energy, and most scientists say that they
do not know what electromagnetic energy is.
“Real” particles are nothing more than a little knot of energy which briefly emerges and
disappears back into the underlying field. Particles cannot be separated from the empty space
around them. Fields in the atomic world are a ceaseless passing back and forth of energy. This
interaction occurs not only among photons and electrons, but with all the quantum particles in
the universe.
The ZPF is a repository of all fields, all ground energy states and all virtual particles ― a field of
fields. Virtual particles are small, but there are so many of them constantly popping in and out of
being, that it amounts to a vast, inexhaustible energy source. Scientists tell us that the amount of
ZPF energy in a single cubic meter of space is enough to boil all the oceans of the world.

“Everything we call real is made of things that cannot be regarded as real. If
quantum mechanics hasn’t profoundly shocked you yet, you don’t understand it
well enough.” ― Neils Bohr, Nobel Prize winner father of quantum
mechanics.

The universe is energy containing information

Waves have infinite capacity for storage of information. And what is consciousness but
something containing vast amounts of information? Consciousness, light and matter are all the
same thing in different states. ZPF virtual ‘particles’ are the life force or light out of which
matter is created. Virtual ‘particles’ (waves), contain infinite information.
Each wave contains vast amounts of information in the form of energy coding. Each wave has
information about the information in other waves. Interference patterns amount to a constant
accumulation of information, and waves have a virtually infinite capacity for storage.
All matter in the universe is interconnected by waves, which are spread out through time and
space and can carry on to infinity, tying one part of the universe to every other part. All the
matter of the universe is literally connected to the furthest reaches of the cosmos through the
Zero Point Field waves of unlimited dimensions.
The Zero Point Field was called ‘zero’ because fluctuations (virtual particles) in the field are still
detectable in temperatures of absolute zero, the lowest possible energy state, where all matter has
been removed and nothing is supposed to be left to make any motion. Zero-point energy is the
energy present in the emptiest possible state of space at the lowest possible energy, out of which
no more energy could be removed — the closest that motion of subatomic matter ever gets to
zero. The uncertainty principle says there is always ever-present zero-point energy everywhere.
The ZPF can be thought of as a dimensional threshold. What scientists are studying is what
comes through that threshold to form what they call quantum foam. The smallest particles are
called “virtual particles,” and they appear through this threshold to only exist for an instant (10⁻²³
of a second). In their brief existence they interact with larger particles in such a way as to
determine quantum states (build the universe). The fleeting particles generated during this brief
moment differ from “real” particles because they only exist during that exchange.
I like to picture the sparks shooting out of a crackling fire, only instead of a fire (creating the
sparks) there is something unknown creating virtual particles from a dimensional boundary
beyond which scientists cannot see. The ZPF is a boundary beyond which is the source of our
universe. Time-space comes from beyond this area.
The ZPF is a primary concern of quantum physicists. We now know that the relationship of mass
to energy is actually a statement about the energy of quarks and electrons in what we call matter

caused by interaction with the Zero Point Field fluc-tuations. Matter is not a fundamental
property of physics. The Einstein equation E = Mc² is simply a recipe for the amount of energy
necessary to create the appearance of mass.
There is no mass. There is only charge. Everything in your environment, anything you can touch,
no matter how dense, how heavy, how large, on its most fundamental level boils down to a
collection of electric charges interacting with a background sea of electromagnetic and other
energetic fields — a kind of electromagnetic force. Both inertia and gravitation are
electromagnetic phenomena resulting from interaction within the ZPF.
The Zero Point Field is a unifying concept of the universe, which shows that everything is in
some sort of connection and balance with the rest of the cosmos. The universe is composed of
information waves and fields. We are all connected through the ZPF. Our consciousness allows
us to access ZPF energy and infinite information about everything that exists in this world and all
others.

Chapter Ten: My Early Understanding

“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we
created them... A new type of thinking is essential if mankind is to survive and
move toward higher levels.”

— Albert Einstein

The emerging science: Some physicists know that thoughts create matter
Is it possible that everything we have been taught is a mistake — is false? As profound of a
question as that is, it is a question many are asking, including many scientists.

Max Tegmark of MIT says consciousness is a state of matter.
Max Planck, father of quantum mechanics says, “I regard matter as a derivative from
consciousness.” — The Observer, 1931.

We see only what we want to see
The scientists above belong to a growing circle of physicists who do not agree with the orthodox
scientific consensus. Quantum mechanics has disproven elements of classic physics. Yet our
civilization, the sciences and personal lives are still based on the foundation of classical physics.
Why is this? Cognitive dissonance explains why the world is stuck in old ways of thinking.
The majority of scientists in the world, for example, still believe in materialism and Darwinism.
For over a century the mainstream academia has accepted Charles Darwin’s notion of
consciousness. In his view, mind “emerges” from previously “mindless” matter when matter
achieves a certain level of complexity. Man’s brain, upon becoming sufficiently complex, began
to produce consciousness at some point in our evolution.
Any other definition of consciousness has traditionally been more or less taboo in academic
circles. However, there is rapidly increasing debate across the board among almost all scientists
as to the nature of consciousness and its role in the universe. This debate began in the last
century. Science diverged from a unified view of reality about a century ago. A fork in the road
of scientific worldviews began when quantum physics and wave-particle duality blew
materialism out of the water in the early twentieth century.

Louis de Broglie
In his 1924 Ph.D. thesis and groundbreaking contributions to quantum theory, Nobel Prize
winner, Louis de Broglie postulated the wave nature of electrons and suggested that all matter
has wave properties. This concept is known as wave–particle duality, and it forms a central part
of the theory of quantum mechanics. De Broglie’s wave–particle duality is extended to all
particles and the laws of nature.

De Broglie’s wave–particle duality is extended to all particles and the laws of nature. This tells
us that everything has a wave aspect.
Which comes first, the wave or the particle? What do you believe?
The next question is: Does matter form the wave or does the wave form matter? It is pretty
obvious what the answer is.
•

Your body’s (cellular) motion does not create the idea to move.

•

As all acts are preceded by an intent, be it on a conscious or subconscious level, all
actions which form events are a result of information within the wave.

•

Even the components of cells which continually replace their parts, do so according to the
intent of the subconscious body consciousness.

•

The complexity and order of your cells replacing their parts is not a haphazard, chance
creation. In the same way, all matter is a result of the information that forms and
composes the wave.

•

The entire body has a nonphysical form that creates the physical body. The subconscious
energy of which the body is composed creates the physical body.

The nonphysical body and nonphysical source of the physical world is what
orthodox science does not realize exists.

There is no solid universe

In reality, nothing is solid
•

Physicists know that nothing is solid.

•

Solidity is a result of how our five senses react to non-solid energy.

•

If we cannot pass through energy, we consider it solid, and so it functions as a solid in
practical terms, but regardless of the fact that nothing is truly solid.

•

All physical matter is composed of fields of energy.

•

There is no duration to matter, it is continually generated in the same way light is when
you turn a light switch on.

•

Conscious Energy Units (CEUs) form matter in the same way photons form light. Both
travel at the speed of light.

•

Fields form matter.

What is quantum consciousness?
Reality is composed of non-solid fields of electrical energy. Waves are disturbances in those
fields. Waves are the closest we get to particles, but truth be said, there are no particles because
waves are just energy moving around. That energy, however, is filled with information.
The wave-aspect of anything in nature is an energy field that contains huge amounts of
information.
What is a thought but an energy field containing information?
Everything is quantum consciousness. Thoughts create matter because matter is composed of
consciousness.

The field comes first
•

The brain does not produce consciousness, consciousness creates the brain.

•

The brain is a receiver.

•

The past does not create the present, consciousness creates past, present and future
simultaneously.

As Einstein said, it is only new thinking that will solve our problems, both private and public.

Chapter Eleven: C = Ef = M?

We believe what we have been conditioned to believe. Cognitive dissonance is our inability to
accept something that goes against what we already believe. The stubborn nature of political
views and inability of people to recognize facts that contract their preconceived if not fake news
position on policies, are good examples of how powerful our beliefs are in determining our
perception of reality. We literally make sense of reality through the filter of our belief system,
and we see only what confirms it. We see only what we want to see.

Quantum physics
Quantum physics is simply the study of life. It only seems strange because our civilization is
unfamiliar with the psychological nature of existence and the laws of nonclassical physics that
apply. Some researchers now claim that consciousness is an electromagnetic field. See also The
Global Consciousness Project stemming from the work of Robert Jahn of Princeton.
While some researchers do propose that consciousness is an electromagnetic field, they still
insist that the brain produces thoughts. It is still taboo in most circles to even consider otherwise.
However, I cannot speak for others as views are rapidly changing. By the time you read this
certainly many more scientists will support the possibility that thoughts create matter.
Look at the entire paradigm of consciousness and mind creating matter to see how the seemingly
strange findings of quantum physics fit perfectly with everything else. Facts that point to the
reality that thoughts create matter can be found in the placebo effect, in the collapsing wave
function, the entire body of quantum mechanics, the implications of Bell’s theorem (reality
is non-local), David Bohm's holographic reality (below), quantum tunneling psychology and
more.
We know that quantum mechanics is correct because the mathematical algorithms are
consistently relied upon in scientific applications and to build advanced scientific devices that
work amazingly well.

Nonclassical physics
Quantum mechanics has disproven elements of classic physics. A wave, electron (matter) and a
photon are an excitation of an electromagnetic field; thus, a wave, electron (matter) and photon

are in essence an electromagnetic field. All three are different states of the same thing — the
fundamental electromagnetic field — so, what is an electromagnetic field? If you ask a scientist
what an electromagnetic field is, they may say “it is a fundamental entity, it’s not made of
anything else, it just is what it is.”
The scientific establishment does not know what an electromagnetic field is. In other words,
officially speaking, the scientific establishment does not know what the unitary substance that
forms everything in the universe is! Since scientists do not know, many say “it is not the
province of science to know.” The question, “what is an electromagnetic wave?” they insist,
should be left to philosophers.
The scientific establishment likes to think it is providing humanity with all the answers, and it
wants the public to think it knows everything. When science does not know something important
it needs an excuse and all it can come up with in this case is “the nature of the electromagnetic
field, being a fundamental entity, is a question for philosophers.”
If you ask a scientist what consciousness is, they do not know that either.

Here are the facts
•

Scientist do not know what electromagnetic fields are.

•

Scientists do not know what electrons are (since they are part of the electromagnetic
field)

•

Scientists do not know what photons are (since they are part of the electromagnetic field).

•

Scientists do not know what consciousness is.

•

Some physicists say that consciousness is an electromagnetic field.

I can solve all those problems with one formula:

C = Ef = M

Consciousness = Electromagnetic field = Matter

Science has told us much about reality that has led to advances in technology and civilization.
But the most important two questions have not been answered.
1. Scientists do not know what an electromagnetic field (matter) is.
Scientists do not know what consciousness is (also an electromagnetic field).

Chapter Twelve: How to Eradicate Conflict & Division

Paradigm-shift
The world’s theories on which our educational systems and institutions are based are all
constructed on a false premise and are therefore false. Coming to terms with this is going to take
some time, but as more and more people continue to awaken to the true facts, we begin to see the
glimmering of our civilization’s emerging future.
The discrepancies in worldviews and the discord and disagreement they are causing can dissolve
with implementation of a unifying principle. Paradigm-shift will occur when we reach a tipping
point. A tipping point is when 50% of the population reach a consensus or share a belief.

The reason for political and social division
The entire belief system or worldview of past generations rises out of materialism. Progress and
learning brings new beliefs that can clash with those who are set in their worldviews. As beliefs
change, therefore, conflicts can develop between the old and the new views.
There are people and institutions that will attempt to enforce the old views and stop paradigmshift into a new era for humanity. They may think that what they are doing is right and feel
threatened by the new paradigm. They may go to any length to hold on to primitive views.

The two warring political parties in the U.S. represent two opposing paradigms. Each is trying to
gain your devotion to advance its power to lead people in what they think is the proper direction.
Neither is entirely correct, yet one represents progress, and the other is mostly regression.

Why people always think they are right
Did you ever wonder why people know they are right, despite the fact that there opposing
worldviews that cannot all be correct? A false scientific worldview, materialism, Darwinism and
mainstream psychology, despite being false, will appear to be true to those who believe they are
because people see what they want to see. Why? This happens because we project our beliefs
into matter.
When an entire civilization believes in materialism, it is all the more hypnotic. The collective
views will manifest convincing evidence strongly suggesting it is all true. The beliefs people
hold filter their perception and create corresponding experiences that perfectly reflect their
beliefs, hence reinforcing those beliefs.
Because we project our beliefs into matter, we see in material form what appears to validate what
we believe. When a central premise is false, it generates errors in all theories which are based on
that central premise — in the entire scientific worldview in materialism, Darwinism and
mainstream psychology. We then become hypnotized by not just one belief, but a whole set of
interconnected beliefs that form around a central false premise.
For this reason, a false scientific worldview is lodged in place with the entire civilization.
However, those belief systems are no longer working because they are false. The chaos and
division in the world are the result. Conflicts between large segments of the population are due to
a lack of consensus. We are no longer united by a single mainstream belief system held together
by a single scientific establishment authority.
The scientific establishment's unifying principle is no longer working, and a new unifying
principle is showing up in online searches. As the old systems collapse, we witness diverging
worldviews and division. However, this is the first stage of paradigm-shift. We are witnessing
paradigm-shift play out in politics.

The new unifying principle can solve all the major problems we are struggling with in the world
today. A correct science and corresponding philosophy can lift our civilization into a new era.
Until we all agree on the new stabilizing science revealed by quantum mechanics and personal
experience with reality, our problems will continue. Much suffering and turmoil could be
avoided by means of a swift and clean transition to a new stabilizing science for humanity.
This science must be based on human experience rather than strictly “test-tube results,” which is
why my life-long experiment is valuable. Einstein’s many startling quotes, for example, are
based on his experience rather than his mathematical theorems.

Chapter Thirteen: I Want to Help the Whole World

Challenging all the has gone before
When we go for the gold and a beautiful new worldview, we invite the parts of us that may
disapprove to sabotage us, which is what happened to me. Yet what happened did not seem to be
coming from me ― I was attacked by people, and this was the government itself, not some thug
in a dark alley. The inner pattern within me that was manifesting physically represented the
conflict between the official beliefs of generations and my joyful ascension. I was challenging
eons of patriarchs in the cells and bones of my beliefs. And this conflict would play-out in the
public arena.
The symbolic gesture that seemed to trigger the unfortunate series of events that followed was
incorporating “Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals, Inc.” It was as if some
higher power said, “so you want to change the world, then change this.” The “this” being
referred to was something very powerful holding myself and the rest of us back from what I was
setting out to create when I founded that stock corporation at thirty-seven years old. The “this”
grabbed me and threw me forcibly on the asphalt...

I was a rainy Monday in Connecticut. I had been singing in inspiration while contemplating my
childhood dream to raise the world up into a fantastic new era. I had done it at last! The ultimate
dream to change the world! I was holding the stock certificates in my hands!
In the next moment I was physically grabbed, literally thrown on the asphalt and “dragged to hell
in chains.” I was held captive for many, many, many years. But in terms of my understanding of
metaphysics, I wasn’t really being held by anything other than official beliefs.

Your outer world is a reflection
Everything happening was a reflection of beliefs inside me, and within society. This would be a
war of worldviews. Each government official in the drama represented a belief, thought or
emotion within me. They didn’t know it, but I did. I, in turn represented a belief in each of them.
But we were on opposite ends of the earth in our interpretation of each event.
They thought they were dealing with the most obvious possible facts, and therefore they were
blind to what was really happening. Most people do not think their beliefs are mere beliefs,
instead, they consider them to be facts about reality too obvious to question. Little did they know
that their beliefs, as well as mine were manifesting. I believed I was a good person trying to help
people; and following the established official worldview, they believed I was bad trying to hurt
people.
Their beliefs manifesting saw the world through the lens of Darwinism and the values of ancient
religion. Everything fit that picture perfectly from their side. That’s how they read reality and the
events for which I was being charged. And I saw that too, and that’s why I was afraid. I had been
afraid of ignorance and bullies all my life, and now here they were again, but this time with all
the official thinking of the world behind and supporting the assault. My worst fears were
manifesting!

It’s about beliefs
This book is a disclosure of a belief system, and what is wrong with it, which may be why it was
twice confiscated. Beliefs are protective. When you challenge people’s beliefs, they have their

own internal barriers that protect their own beliefs. When you challenge the world’s beliefs, they
too have protections, and those protections exist on internal and physical levels.
This book is about beliefs and my case. Beliefs are the core matter at issue and therefore much
more important and revealing. Actions and events in the physical world are after the fact. This
book reveals the official belief system that stands between the vision I held for humanity and its
realization. This book is about the social obstacles to success within civilization itself.
This book is about the social obstacles to success within civilization itself and within you, the
reader.
My trial was not about what they said it was about. It was about belief systems. It was a conflict
between worldviews. One worldview said I was bad, and the other good. That is why the
elements of my case representing my good nature were confiscated, hidden from the public eye,
and redefined as something negative, if not evil. In other words, the physical manifestation that
played-out was a perfect representation of the inner drama within both sides. This can happen
any time a person tries to go higher and transcend collective limiting beliefs. Because I couldn’t
control my fear of those beliefs, all my work to help humanity was confiscated and disappeared.
I couldn’t control my fear of those beliefs because those beliefs said I was unsafe, and those
beliefs wanted me to suffer, and I knew those beliefs were still stronger than my relatively new
worldview.

Official beliefs and their power
The power of society and the U.S. government represents the power of millions of people’s
official beliefs. That power was no match for me at the time, but only because I was still heavily
vested in and influenced by those same beliefs within my own psyche. I was just carried along by
what seemed to be immensely powerful forces. These departments of government whose laws
were powerful saw no mercy. Everything I owned was taken, and no evidence contrary to their
theories about me, circumstantial or otherwise, ever saw the light of day in any public building or
courtroom. It was as if all my work never existed. Not a single shred was introduced as evidence.
All the good stuff, like the evidence of my work designing solar homes and the founding of Earth
Network disappeared, and many damming exhibits that were introduced existed as words on

paper for the judge to read. Other so-called evidence was entirely conjured stuff. Positive
thoughts in my journal were twisted to into something they really were not in order to fit the idea
that I was public enemy number one.
And what I said held no weight whatsoever. Not a soul listened to anything I said, or if they did,
they would say, “that’s irrelevant,” or “perhaps you should take the insanity defense,” or
typically they would distance themselves from me and judge me from a protected area were their
own thinking wouldn’t be uncomfortably challenged. Most officials remained distant physically
as they did in their own thinking. These key individuals would never know what this ordeal was
really all about.
Not only have I always unequivocally maintained my complete innocence relating to all the
ridiculous charges against me ― through trial, appeal and habeas corpus ― but also the charges
never once alleged that I did anything physical whatsoever but consist entirely of a theory of
intent based on a misunderstanding of my worldview.
The mind of a bully or terrorist can be filled with degrading views, and these are the only real
demons in the inner or outer world. It is not that people are bad, it’s their beliefs! The human
soul is incredibly beautiful, mine and yours, but centuries of dark myths have obliterated the
human being’s true altruistic and creative nature. I hope this book helps to lift the dark fog and at
least begins to uncover who and what we really are.

When beliefs are invisible
The players in this drama didn’t know beliefs were central to the affair, they believed it to be
about facts. They didn’t know what I do, that facts are beliefs. Facts are the manifestation of
belief. In their world they were the good guys fighting for society. To hear otherwise from me
would just be something to scoff at or stomp on until it was dead, which is what they thought
they did. The truth is now coming out, however, but not as a defense, but in the form of my
educational work and my main thrust of intent. I don’t need to defend that work, it is obvious
what it is. And I don’t have to make the “opposition” evil. All I can do is forget about them as
much as possible. The less energy I give to them in thought or fear, the less harm I bring on to

myself, and this holds true as a basic principle that applies to everyone. Whatever we pay
attention to or fight grows by virtue of our attention given to it.

Don’t give your fears undue attention
It may sound irresponsible in the old way of thinking, but when you forget about your problems
you can make them go away. If you hold them front and center they tend to blow up in your face,
which was what was happening to me. When you’re kidnapped and forcibly restrained and
“raped” in hell it is hard not to pay any attention to your predicament and suffering. It is far
better to nip your problems in the bud before reaching this stage as a full-blown crisis.
At this advanced stage of manifestation, I was witnessing a methodical and refined assault, like a
bully who really knows what he’s doing. Everything was calculated, and some very “intelligent”
and “powerful” people were lining things up and connecting the dots in a way that seemed to
confirm the obvious―that I was some sick monster that should go away for a long time.
If I tell you the whole story―if right now I write about exactly what they did to me―the State of
Connecticut has a law that allows them to take all the proceeds from this book. Therefore, this
book will not about my case.
I am only referencing my case to make a point that will convey my main intent to teach.

Your negative beliefs fight dirty
Normally, transparency is good. We all agree that the government should be transparent, but in
this case their intents and actions were to keep things concealed, or, as they managed to do, make
everything remotely positive related to or about me go away. I decided a long time ago,
therefore, that this book would be the same as it was prior to when it was twice confiscated. It
will still contain at least some guidelines and principles to help people.

Your positive thoughts are powerful too
The people who degraded and confined me were wrong ― I was not what they said I was, but
now all of that is “in the past.” I now live in another state and surrounded by a reality reflecting

my main body of thought, which has shifted as I have further applied my philosophy, worked at
my writing and websites and managed my emotions, replacing fear with confidence and a sense
of positive achievement.
I am now focused on all the light and joyful feelings associated with success and as a result I am
back to where I was before I was arrested, but without the same level of fear or focus on that
fear. It hasn’t been easy due to the fact that I am required to focus on everything they say is
wrong with me, but I have prevailed, and I am now enjoying success and the many rapidly
expanding freedoms I enjoy immensely. When you think of the universe you live in as being
friendly and people as loving and honoring you, then that is what manifests. I have been saying
“people like me and I like people,” in affirmations, and thinking it constantly for years now, and
as a result my reality has changed.

Demonstrations
I have transcended the debilitating kind of existence most people never escape. I do not live in
the 9:00 to 5:00 world most people struggle within, I am now in a much better place. Not much
else can manifest because my thoughts won’t support it. As best I can, I give no energy to
anything but what I want, and as a result, that is about all that can manifest. Even if an official
tried, they wouldn’t likely have enough power to scare me and hence control outcomes that I am
creating through my thinking and emotions.
My positive life is now here, and I am in it. I won the battle. And you can too.
The battle was really in me. It was a conflict of beliefs. For a while the collective beliefs
prevailed, but with application of the philosophy in this book, I turned the tables. I am in a much
better position now and have the natural power that is my birthright focused on publishing books
and advancing myself further. I pretty much revel in life and live in child-like awe and wonder of
everything I experience and everywhere I go. Life is more like and exciting adventure than it
ever was, and I also automatically attract good fortune, money and that which I seek. I see that
happening in very real events every day. I call these fortunate developments “demonstrations”
because they demonstrate my ability to manifest things I want in the physical world. They are
demonstrations of my ability to manifest specific positive thoughts and emotions as real events.

The same thing that was previously holding me back is holding all of humanity back and may be
holding you back.

Society’s “demons”
To solve a problem, you must first be made aware of it. This book, therefore, is designed to
reveal this ENORMOUS problem to the world. We lack understanding of the nature of reality
and the altruistic nature of life. I began with how social anxiety and bullying was a problem for
me early in my life. But I focused primarily on my achievements what I could do to improve my
life and the lives of others. It is always time to move on into greener fields.

Your invincible power
The message I am trying to convey is that you are more powerful than anything that exists in the
physical world. Nothing in that world can touch you if you do not let it. The world out there is a
reflection of what is inside of you. You control and create everything in your life by what you
believe, think and feel. What I overcame proved the same to me. You must focus on what you
want in life rather than your fears or doubts. As best you can, give no thought or feeling to
anything other than the result you are after.
When you remember who you really are it is a lot easier to do this. Retracing my life to reveal
my positive intents and what I did to change the world helps me to see my good nature. I am thus
able to see my righteousness. Righteousness is the act of being who you really are and
recognizing the rightness of being and innocent, magical and powerful being despite what
anyone says about you. Know where you stand and know who you are.

Chapter Fourteen: Nine Steps to Change the World

Public enemy number one
On my own, of my own accord, I studied every day until I had the solutions to humanity’s
problems. That is not the act of a public enemy. I then created Earth Network and a platform to
solve the world’s problems. What kind of monster does that? Regardless, when government
agents in Connecticut took all my work, stock and property, they made it all disappear and forced
a new public enemy number one persona on me. I was convicted for my beliefs which were read
to a juror to convict me. I was experiencing the sheer power of collective belief focused on
stopping me. What we are witnessing in the world at this time is the thickness of ignorance and
the dumbing down that occurs with negative belief systems that see only the worst in human
nature.
On our own, children are naturally altruistic. Punishment does not make a bad person good.
Punishments only spread the social disease of negative views of others.

Early journey
I got along well with my parents until age 13. At that point there was increasing friction because
of a large generation gap and my parents hands-off raising of me. They did not council me in a
thorough way as most parents do for two reasons. They wanted to try a hands-off new way of
raising a child because they were struggling with their first four children who were now in their
teenage years.
I liked my freedom which felt like special treatment. At age ten I had two accomplishments, the
Presidential Physical Fitness Award, and I qualified to march with an internationally acclaimed
Fife and Drum Corps. Although I had memorized the 50-song threshold necessary to perform
publicly by age ten, other interests competed for my attention.
At this time, I began carrying stacks of books with me almost everywhere I went so that I could
study on my own. I had a strong interest in metaphysics, colonial homes, the American
Revolution, architectural design, and solar technology.
By age twelve, metaphysics was my consuming passion. I began studying metaphysics for about
four hours a day.

At this time Jimmy Carter was President and there was a national energy shortage. Gasoline was
being rationed and there were long lines at gas stations. Because of my metaphysical studies, I
was acutely aware of the mistakes the world was making. We were fighting mother nature rather
than working with her. The planet was polluted, and I was disgusted by both the pollution and
the mistakes people were making.
I became obsessed with finding a solution to the problem and so my first experiment in
metaphysical principles was to visualize myself providing alternative energy sources to replace
fossil fuels. These are not the actions of a public enemy, these are the actions of a natural
tendency to want to improve the world because we love the world.
After my work was hijacked at the Capitol of Connecticut I focused more on metaphysics. At
that time, I began writing the Dragon Slayer as I focused on my plan to solve world problems
and help bring humanity into a new era. I saw that people were not always nice and instead of
doing nothing I set out to correct the problem of mean people in the world. I did not work on this
for a few days but spent many years focused on finding the solution and a path to communicating
the answer to the world. This was my mission and driving passion. This is hardly the behavior of
a public enemy but is the exact opposite. This is the pattern of a humanitarian. A humanitarian is
a person naturally concerned for human welfare. By definition, humanitarianism is a belief in
improving people’s lives and reducing suffering.
The state of Connecticut forced the world to interpret a humanitarian as a monster to be left in
prison for his entire life for being so bad.

Everything I do to help humanity is blocked
All my work is confiscated for the sole purpose of sifting it for evidence of wrongdoing. When
the state crime lab reported that nothing of evidentiary value was found the state held on to my
work. When I took the initiative to get it back the judge denied the motion. The judge and
prosecutor shared a contempt for me born of ignorance and distrust of human nature that blinded
them to the obvious and common decency. When I rewrote my first book, “The Solution to All
of Humanity’s Problems...” in prison I was reincarcerated for doing so and was returned to
prison. Only after six years of struggle with the system was I begrugingly released again, but not

because the state recognized that they had made an error. There was never any recognition that
what I did had any value whatsoever. The parole board was not even aware that there was a
book. If I had mentioned the book, they would have kept me in prison. Protectors sometimes
respond favorably to admission of guilt and apology. Any challenge to their beliefs is seen as a
denial of the facts and cause to reincarcerate.
Our civilization has been based on the worst imaginable beliefs from ancient myths to Darwin’s
evolution for thousands of years. It is because these beliefs give rise to our current paradigms
that we have coronavirus and a divided word on the precipice of collapse. This is covered in
depth in my first book for which I served another six years because an elderly woman in another
state was helping me to market it. She knew I had a message for the world that needed to be
heard.
The Parole Officer assigned to me upon my first release said that the existence of the book online
violated the blanket “no internet” stipulation of my parole. Even thought I was released to a half
way house that had no internet access I was violated three days after my release for having
violated the “no internet” stipulation. This was illegal, insane and unconstitutional, but none of
that mattered. The negative views of those who distrust human nature override common sense
and decency.

STEP ONE: A VISION AND DESIRE
The original vision contained in a book I wrote early in life titled “The Dragon Slayer,” was
confiscated by the government, yet the energy of the vision could not be stopped. Despite
millions of dollars spent on stopping me and extreme physical force, nothing could prevent this
information from reaching the world.
The Criminal Justice System is based on a belief in human unworthiness. It is itself criminal,
however. In this case it denied the creative work of an altruist without even considering the
possibility that it was doing anything wrong. Rather than heal social ills, the CJS amplifies them.
In this case it stole a yet to be published book that was an outline for me to solve the world’s
problems. In denying the public this work and instead leading the public to believe that they
captured a monster they helped perpetuate the lie on which their institution is based. This is how

they infect others with a contempt for people, an actual social disease that causes criminal
behavior.
This social disease is now tearing the U.S. apart. The cruelty of haters is contagious. Once the
accused is misunderstood and mistreated, he tends to develop the same disease held by his
accusers and so turns on others. How would you feel if you were in my shoes doing something to
help humanity but mistreated as a public monster? You would begin to hate people. Like a puppy
left in a cage for children to torment and tease, it would eventually turn into barking savage beast
bent on attacking people. Your humanitarian instinct would be slowly crushed, and you would
turn into one of them, a zombie bent on inflicting harm on other humans.
Punitive justice is based on a Roman era model. It is the method by which protectors spread
social contempt and criminal behavior.

STEP TWO: A BOOK OUTLINING THE NEW CIVILIZATION AND MEANS
FOR INDIVIDUALS EVERYWHERE TO CREATE THEIR DREAMS.
“The Solution...” which was confiscated twice was rewritten twice and is now available. “The
Solution...” provides the knowledge necessary for people to transform both their own reality and
the collective world as we know it.

STEP THREE: CREATE FOUR FREE WEBSITES TO DELIVER THE
KNOWLEDGE IN THE BOOK FOR FREE AROUND THE WORLD.
The original seven websites were blocked by the government. The laptops by which I created
them were in effect stolen. The information was destroyed and the webmaster and others who
were instrumental in making my work available through seven websites were poisoned by the
public campaign to slander my work and being. When I was a child. I was enshrined as “The Kid
With the Sun in His Eyes,” but as an adult I was jailed as a monster. The only difference is the
beliefs of those promoting and publishing the story.

My property confiscated included the low-income solar home blueprints and systems I had
designed earlier in my life. The state took my websites, work and solutions to global warming
and sold the public on the idea that they had public enemy number one in custody.
However, I rewrote my websites the first opportunity I had to do so. All four websites are a
success and are available at this time. Together they represent over one hundred articles you can
read for free to educate yourself. The solar system designs, however, are gone forever.

STEP FOUR: CREATE AN INSTITUTION TO HELP CARRY OUT THE
MISSION.
Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals, Inc. was founded in 2000. It too was
confiscated by the government immediately after it was founded. The public never knew it
existed because every hint of its existence was annihilated and, in its place mainstream media
reported to virtually all Connecticut citizens that the police and state had captured a monster.
Self-proclaimed heroes then spent millions of dollars to keep the message to heal the world from
the world.
I AM BACK AND ALL BOOKS ARE NOW AVAILABLE

STEP FIVE: CLEARLY ARTICULATE THE ORIGINAL INTENT AND
MISSION STATEMENT.
This mission statement dates from the original which was created when the Dragon Slayer book
was written.
MISSION STATEMENT: Introduce simple concepts that can bring an end to suffering and
conflict globally, transition humanity to a new era, transform public institutions and private
lives, form a new field of science, and reform education systems globally.
All of this was blocked by the state, but despite millions of tax dollars spent to prevent this from
happening, it is happening now. It is happening because this is a David and Goliath type story. I
have begun to reveal to the world what really happened and have reactivated the mission and

message because my thoughts are more powerful than the government and all its resources
focused on stopping me.

STEP SIX: CREATE A NEW SCIENCE.
The knowledge that will launch my plan is so profound that a new kind of science is required.
The website pages that outline the new science have premiered in early 2021. They are available
to everyone for free on four Earth Network websites.

STEP SEVEN: WRITE ARTICLES THAT CONNECT THE PHILOSOPHY TO
CURRENT ISSUES.
On January 6th, 2021, my article was the first result for the search term “What Caused the Attack
in Washington?” on the Bing search engine, allowing me to finally reach thousands of people
with my message and solution to humanity’s problems.

STEP EIGHT: OUTREACH MISSIONS AROUND THE WORLD.
This step requires the help of many. An invitation is being posted on all four Earth Network
websites.

STEP NINE: LEAD THE WORLD OUT OF THE ILLUSION.
When I set out to make real changes in the world the government tried to stop me. As a result, I
was forced to use the philosophy and principles under some pretty adverse conditions and
circumstances. The facts is, they worked. Currently you can read about 100 free articles on my
websites or purchase any of my 12 books. My message has reached people in over 150 countries
so far.
This achievement was not easy for obvious reasons, but also because I was not given advantage.
I am self-made.
What happened to me is a pattern that is repeated through all of history over and over again. We
see it happening in politics. When someone makes progress in the right direction, those that

resist fight back and try to pull them down. Americans love to demonize people. This tendency is
based on a deep contempt for human nature, as I explain in “The Solution...” This is my message
to humanity.
I am challenging underlying issues that prevent people from effortlessly materializing joy,
wealth, love and success. My work and first book has correctly identified what is holding
humanity back and causing our current division and issues in the news. To the degree I am
determined to free humanity of this cause of suffering, however, there are certain people hellbent on maintaining it.
These people are all the same. They demonize others. There are those who see evil in others to
the degree I see good in others. Their efforts to destroy are proportional to the good that others
do. Some are in high positions in government.
Donald Trump is a good example of the kind of person I am referring to. But, as I said, no one
can stop me. I have had a major positive impact on humanity, which has always been the intent
and purpose that has made me strong enough to prevail in the face of seemingly insurmountable
opposition, elements of your own government.
It works. This philosophy and the principle that mind forms matter has been tested under both
favorable and challenging circumstances. Where others have failed, I have succeeded, or you
would not be reading this. Even when facing the enemy, be it a bully or politician, the principles
have proven highly effective. If I can do it, then certainly you can.
My work includes proposals for entirely new institutions. All the problems we see in the US can
be solved. My original work contains solutions for all the problems we are currently facing in the
world. The bullying, the cruelty, the police and other institutions are sometimes pitted against the
people they are supposed to serve. These are symptoms of a deeper problem explained in “The
Solution...” They are not primary causes.
The world still does not yet fully understand the source of and solution to these problems or we
would have solved them. The problems we are facing in the U.S. and around the world were
predicted in the first “Solution.” I gave the world the solution to the problems that are now
pulling the country apart.

When someone tries to hold you back or hurt you, do what I do. Remember the positive nature of
your purpose in life and simply visualize what you desire to achieve. Even when I lost
everything, I applied the principles I am now teaching, and each time I recreated my work, it
came out even better. Everything helps you if you have the right attitude. Nothing can harm you
if you do not let it.
My experience shows that no one can stop your thoughts from manifesting, not even the most
powerful government in the world. My ability to prevail is partly because of the positive nature
of what I am doing for humanity. The story is still unfolding and what I am doing is not yet done.
It is not that the government or human nature are inherently untrustworthy, it’s the belief that we
are bad, and the finger pointing, division and bullying that results that are driving the problems in
the world today.
Our civilization has been based on the worst imaginable beliefs from ancient myths to Darwin’s
evolution. It is because these beliefs give rise to our current paradigms that we have coronavirus
and a divided word on the precipice of collapse.

Chapter Fifteen: The Dragon Slayer

I wrote a book to clarify how I would succeed in my mission. That book was confiscated before
publication. It is gone now, but the energy and probabilities created cannot be stopped.

Attack of the dragon
Forty-five days after I founded Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals Inc., I was
pulled from my vehicle and thrown on the asphalt based on a 911 call from a felon on parole. It
is unwise for me to describe the charges because there are people who always believe the
government that would take their side. I do not want to tell you what they said happened because

of the defamation that results from revealing the charges themselves, which was the
government’s plan. I would also be sent to prison if I fail a program that requires that I comply
with the government's theory of my intent and if I do not at all times admit guilt.
You are thinking this is unconstitutional, but I would answer by saying unconstitutional actions
are standard procedure. Plea-deals are a form of blackmail. I would not accept an offer because I
believed I was not guilty and had to stand up for basic principles my mother taught me; as a
result, I had to serve ten-times as long a sentence.
It all began in the 1990’s when I was forming my future destiny internally and deciding on the
direction I would take on an inner and outer level. I ultimately would confront the full brunt of
what I had set out to change in the 1990’s forty-five days after I founded the Altruistic,
Autonomous Movement in 2000. The dragon got me. But continuing to fight the dragon
eventually began to work. I made progress in what seemed like an impossible situation.
The strange thing about all of this is that the dragon slayer sequence of probabilities materialized
45-days after I founded my organization to help humanity. I set out to release people from false
beliefs embodied by certain authoritarian institutions that are holding humanity back — what I
called the dragons I would slay — and within 45-days I was attacked by such a dragon.

You cannot be a dragon slayer without a dragon to slay. And so as if on cue,
a dragon appeared for me to slay. It seemed as if the dragon knew I was
coming and made a preemptive strike.

The dragon slayer book and theme was my idea
Before the book idea existed, I was enjoying island life in southwest Florida during the winter. It
was there that I had a fantastic idea. I would write a book about my future self who would save
the world as a method of creating an accomplished future self.
This would be fiction, yet at the same time it was an exercise in metaphysics. Wizards always
create from the future backwards. The idea is to create a vivid future scenario in imagination.
From there one figures out what has to be done to arrive at that highly desirable destination. My

inner self would then create the steps necessary in the past (my present) to create the eventual
future state of being a dragon slayer So, I devised the book and decided to call it “The Dragon
Slayer.” My Future Self would be a hero who liberated humanity from the institutions that were
holding the world back and preventing entry into a kind of beautiful future. The future as I
described it was beyond imagining. It was fantastic.
But the book never made it to publication! In the strangest of ways, reality connected with
fantasy, and I entered the probability that led to that future. The dragon showed up as soon as I
made the commitment to be a kind of dragon slayer!

The dragon got me!
The dragon got me, my message and the book as well as everything else there was to get. In my
yet-to-be-published book titled the “The Dragon Slayer,” the main character was my future self,
“the dragon slayer.” The book was an exercise in focusing on the most desirable future
probability and hence manifesting it in the physical world.
And thus, the dragon slayer was meant to be an advanced probable version of myself in the
future. This book I was writing was a projection into a probable future in which I was a “dragon”
slayer because I had slayed the metaphysical “dragons” and institutional “dragons” holding the
human race back from the ideal future in my visionary imagination. That manuscript was
confiscated and consequently never reached the public.
Our history is full of examples like this, from the mass torture and execution of the Knights
Templar to the attempt to capture Martin Luther, and the arrest of Galileo Galilei. Perhaps the
most heroic, powerful and fiercest military order in history, the Knights Templar, was instantly
destroyed by the identical form of ad hominem attack that I suffered.

Knights Templar downfall
The ad hominem attack I endured was the same that was employed against the Knights Templar
to insure their conviction. The strategy was to accuse them of crimes so heinous that no one
would dare come to their rescue. Ad hominem convictions are convictions made for emotional
rather than intellectual and rational reasons.

When I insisted on proving my innocence in a trial no help came. The government forced an
uneven playing field. Apparently, my writing was modern day heresy, because that was what the
prosecutor focused on. He did not focus on the facts of the case because facts would have
derailed his campaign against me.

The state, for example, rejected a professional corporate statistical analyst as
a juror because a statistical analyst would have exposed the physical
impossibility of the state’s claim.

Unlike the Templars, however, I not only survived my attacker’s ad hominem assault, but I am
currently operating at the highest level of chivalry. I am now the future self I envisioned whom I
called the Dragon Slayer in my past when I wrote the book, and I am currently making a
powerful effort to redirect the human race to a far better future.

The dragon today
The dragon has matured and managed to take over our government. But I am reporting on the
dragon. As a journalist I cover current events and what I was referring to as being the dragon in
my book.
President Trump sent a private mob army to lynch Vice President Pence and assassinate the
Speaker of the United States House of Representatives, Nancy Pelosi. The Republican Party
supported him by refusing to impeach and convict so that he can pursue a criminal objective to
remain president and steal our country and democracy. Mob bosses are known for murdering
jurors and anyone who gets in the way of justice. When it is an authority figure that goes after
you, as it was in my case, who do you go to for justice?
This is exactly the scenario I foresaw in my book. Be reminded that I wrote in the Dragon Slayer
book that I would prevent this from happening as a kind of future dragon slayer.
I am now fulfilling that prediction with articles such as, “TRUMP RIOT! What is the Cause of
Violent Attack at the Capitol in Washington DC?”

For months I was ahead of USAtoday.com, the New York Post, NSNBC, NBC and every other
news organization in the country. So, who is the dragon slayer now? My articles are educating
thousands as to the underlying issues threatening our democracy!
So here I am, having suffered a preemptive blow by the dragon and having my dragon slayer
book confiscated and I am still the dragon slayer I wrote about. I am fulfilling my destiny! The
dragon slayer prophecy has been realized. If you conduct a Bing search for “What is the cause of
the violent attack at the Capitol?”, I am still near or at the top (as of the time of this writing).
Then there is this book and others, all designed to slay “the cruel dragon of ignorance.” I must
reveal the corrupt tactics employed in trial to illustrate how unfair the charges and trail were. I
will do that in the next few chapters.

Chapter Sixteen: A Pitbull, Missing Phone & Argument

Because of legal stipulations I will not argue my side of the story or claim innocence, but I will
reveal mitigating factors to clarify the facts surrounding my conviction. In my RV/van, for
example, I had laminated business cards which identified me as president of Earth Network of
Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals Incorporated. The state said that the sticker of the earth used
to make the business card were child lures, even though there was no claim I showed the
business card or stickers used to make them to any child.
A similar claim was made regarding a security guard badge used on my investor’s property while
I was a security guard there. The badge had never been shown to anyone but was placed on my
dashboard to inform police that I had reason to be on the construction site my investor owned. I
had left that site to drive to New Haven Connecticut when I was arrested for making an alleged
threat and a weapons search that was conducted turned up negative. The police then noticed that
my RV ― a writing office for Earth Network ― had a lot of stuff in it they could use to build a
case against me.

During the days prior to my arrest, I had planned on going to Yale University archives in the
City of New Haven Connecticut to research the records of the Late Jane Roberts, whom I owed
my success to. Not far from the library I had parked next to a boarded-up house. A drug dealer
convicted of heroin distribution and cruelty to animals, I later found out, resided in that house.
During the afternoon, that man made a 911 call because I invited them all to Hammonasset State
Park in which he expressed his alarm as “a stranger wants to take my kids!” When the police
arrived, I was dragged on the street and then the youth were questioned about what happened. In
an official police interview, the oldest of three boys (under this paroled man’s supervision) told
the police that his Pitbull pulled him to my RV. The youngest said that his uncle had warned
them every day that they could be kidnapped, that I looked like a kidnapper and my van looked
like a kidnaper’s van, etc.
The youngest boy said I said, “get over here or I will kill you,” and that is the extent of the case.
However, the older boy stated that he had insulted me several times while walking his Pitbull,
had told his uncle that they didn’t know why I was parked there and that maybe I was a drug
dealer.
I explained to my attorney that I always left the phone on the passenger seat and the passenger
window open when I went in the back of my RV. After I asked him to check, he told me that my
cell phone was not in the police inventory list of what was in the van. So where did it go? I asked
him.
No allegations were made that I got out of my RV, said anything indicative of sexual intent or
had anyone get inside my van. All six doors were unlocked, and I did not try to get away. The
boy the state did not summons to testify said in a sworn police interview “the guy only said he
wanted to help us because we were poor.
The missing phone was the latest digital technology in 1999, a gift from my webmaster. That and
other information was not given to the jury because I made the mistake of following my
attorney’s advice not to testify because of the hysteria driving the case.
The first thing the state prosecutor told the court in the initial bail hearing was that “a tripod” was
found in my RV. But there never was any tripod. Until my attorney threw the desk light the state
was a tripod on the floor in anger during the trial, the bail had been far too high for me to afford.

After claiming there was a tripod found in the van, and that they had two laptops, the prosecutor
had warned the judge that this would be a multi-state high profile case. As a result, the Judge set
the bail for a quarter of a million. The prediction that the case would be multi-state and high
profile failed to materialize (except for their fear mongering to the local press). The FBI, who
takes such cases ultimately declined, and the state crime lab’s report stated that nothing of
evidentiary value was found in the content of my van or two laptops. That information, however,
was not made known to me until after I lost the trial.
In the meantime, the police, state and local reporters did make it somewhat of a high-profile case
through their own efforts, however. TV stations reported that a mobile child pornography studio
with plans for the unlucky victims had been uncovered by police. The story depicted the police
and children thwarting the monster as being heroes.
They were not the heroes the news made them out to be. None of this was true. The supposed
photo studio was nothing more than a desk light and a sealed and packed-away disposable
camera that had never been used. It was the kind of camera you return to the drugstore to get the
film developed. In the days before the trial, I had planned on taking pictures of expensive homes
for motivational literature and Earth Network websites set up to deliver my message on how
distrust of human nature will be the downfall of civilization if we do not change our beliefs. The
RV was a means to write, and the content in the computers included courses to solve all
problems, public and private, although none of this was made known to the jurors.

Chapter Seventeen: Hysteria

Due to the nature of the news reports I was unable to get enough support to make a difference,
legal or otherwise. Typically, the FBI takes all attempted child abduction cases, yet they did not
take this case. The families of the victims did not press charges, the state of Connecticut did.

I did not receive the police interviews until several days before my trial. In it the state’s star
witness, reported that his uncle had warned him every day that he could be kidnapped. He also
said that I looked like a kidnapper, and that my RV looked like a kidnapper’s van.
When the boy was alone with the prosecutor five minutes prior to trial the prosecutor told him to
say that I wanted to take him to Madison. When my attorney cross-examined him as to why he
did not provide this information on the day after the incident (when giving a police interview)
but now two years later was making that claim, his answer was that the prosecutor was only
reminding him of what he had forgotten but had not reported.
At sentencing the prosecutor requested a ninety-year term.

Chapter Eighteen: A Theory

I will reiterate my theory as to why this happened. I incorporated Earth Network of Altruistic,
Autonomous Individuals to convey my message to humanity that human nature was good.
Forty-five days later the universe sent me those who were saying human nature was bad. In an
analogy, it is as if the dragon slayer I set out to be needed the dragon in order to be a dragon
slayer. As soon as the commitment was made, the dragon showed up as if on cue.
Everything has meaning and that nothing really happens by chance. I wanted to change the world
and so I was given the chance to do so. Apparently, this was the best path. When I created the
platform to deliver the message, that act caused me to come directly into contact with those were
holding humanity back so that I could address the source of the problem.
I was given an opportunity to challenge those who were embodying the beliefs I had set out to
change. I have done so, or you would not be reading this. I understand the cause of cruelty in the
world. Bullies and terrorists degrade people so as to justify their mistreatment. The “dirt”
collected on the bully’s victim dissuades others from coming to their defense. It is a lethal

process, and it works. Authoritarianism is the belief that certain people are good and others bad.
In this line of thinking, the good people are obligated to punish the bad people. Those who take
on roles as protectors of society are usually authoritarian.

Chapter Nineteen: Avoiding Truth

The whole purpose of a trial is to find the truth, the judge insisted,
reprimanding the prosecutor for rejecting a STATISTICAL ANALYST as a
juror.

If you analyze what the prosecutor said happened, the timeline is impossible. By claiming that
the boy ran home and told his uncle that a man tried to kidnap him allowed the state to claim that
the boy’s hearsay should be admitted under the “spontaneous utterance clause” exception to the
rule of law regarding the otherwise inadmissible hearsay. However, the state’s star witness said
he went to the store to buy chips with his brother after I allegedly threatened him and only
afterwards returned home to tell his uncle that I threatened him.
A statistical analyst would have pointed this discrepancy out. But instead, the state achieve what
is commonly referred to as an ad hominem conviction, or a conviction made for emotional rather
than rational reasoning. I was convicted for my beliefs and night dreams which were read in
court to create prejudice. The jury did not understand any of that writing and were offered no
alternative theory to the state’s claim that I wanted to kidnap three boys.
The judge is on the record stating it is unreasonable that someone of good intent would kidnap,
yet the whole point of the argument that I was of good intent was to show that I did not try to
kidnap three boys, which would have been impossible given that all six doors were unlocked.

The only adult witness said that I invited him and the children to Hammonasset State Park, and
that is when he called 911, which again conflicts with the state’s claim he made the call when the
boy ran home. And it conflicts with the older boy’s police interview statement that he was
speculating with his uncle as to why I was parked there (much later on in the timeline and
immediately prior to the boy’s uncle’s 911 call).
What else did they have to use against me? My driver’s license was current, and my RV was
insured and registered when the police opened the door, grabbed me, dragged me out and
slammed me on the asphalt. Because there was a claimed threat the police issued a search
warrant for weapons. When they conducted the search, however, no weapons were found, nor
was there ever at any point in time anything illegal found in my van, on my person or in my
property.
I have also always questioned the legitimacy of the charges. When a destination is given or a
request to a guardian is made, both of which the uncle of the boy’s stated I provided, attempted
kidnapping charges are illegal, yet I was convicted of three counts of attempted kidnapping. This
was not an incident in which someone was physically pulled to the RV or got in, nor were
constraints, a weapon or evidence of attempted kidnapping provided as evidence
In a similar reach for felony charges to convict me of, I was convicted of three counts of risk of
injury to morals regarding each boy in the area at the time the police arrived. I did nothing that
could remotely impact a child’s morals, yet I was charged with three counts of risk of injury on
the morals provision. The prosecutor claimed that if they got in my van that they could have read
my beliefs and studies and thus had their morals compromised, hence the RISK of injury
conviction.
All through the three-year ordeal I felt like I was on a movie set in a rowboat in the middle of the
ocean with no oars. The script was created by the police, prosecutor and press. The story had
nothing to do with reality or me, it wasn’t a documentary that mentioned Earth Network and my
solar home designs, for example, but was a fictional movie in which the prosecutor, police and
children were playing hero roles protecting the townsfolk from the monster. The children were
seen as being heroes that thwarted the monster’s attempt to get them.

Yet, I was an altruist that had just founded Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals,
my life’s ambition. Yet, I never did anything physically. I was just sitting there in my vehicle.
No one ever alleged anything else. No person at any time ever alleged that I tried to grab anyone
or that any child ever got in my van.
There is another problem. I had no way to disprove the allegations. Because there is no physical
crime there is no way to prove innocence. With DNA evidence or something tangible it is
possible to disprove most crimes, but not one that is purely metaphysical. You can’t prove a
crime didn’t happen is there is no (physical) crime to disprove. You cannot prove good intent,
and besides, when I tried to bring that subject up, the court said it was inadmissible. The only
theory of intent allowed by the court was that I was trying to kidnap the children! Thus it was
impossible to overturn the conviction, although I maintained my innocence though an appeal,
habeas corpus and every legal remedy available to me.

Chapter Twenty: A Scientific Impossibility

The alleged crime was impossible by the laws of physics because the driver’s side window the
“victims” claimed I rolled down and threatened them through did not work and was stuck shut at
all times. My accusers said that I had rolled down my window and spoken to them to them by
making threats through the open driver side window. However, through my persistence, it was
established by the court that the window was electric (could not be rolled down) and that the
motor was burned out. The window did not in fact roll down. And because the electric motor was
burned out it could not be open as the “victims” claimed it was.
I knew that the boys were unaware of the fact of the stuck window and so I did not give them
that information. Thus, I would be able to call them out if they claimed I rolled down the
window. They did exactly that, and in trial! Although the court accepted the fact that the window
was jammed shut and did not work, and although to the older boy indicated to the court that I

rolled it down, both facts of perjury and rule of law were ignored. In both the appeal and habeas
corpus on the grounds that the window did not open hence demonstrating the impossibility of the
accuser’s claims being true, the court said that I could have opened the door even though that is
not what they said I did. Both boys said I threatened them through the driver’s side open
window.
These facts were extremely inconvenient because they would have ruined the script in which I
was the monster, and they were saving the day. Nor did any other court want to cast doubt on
their own justice system partners. Money, reputations and promotions may be at stake. I was
certain that we would at least win on appeal, yet the higher court sided with the accusers and
protected the lower court’s ruling. This all seems especially egregious considering that I was
involved in efforts to help humanity and solve problems, both public and private. The society I
was trying to help called me public enemy number one and gave me a twenty-five-year sentence,
(including special parole) which is more than some murderers get when there is a proven
physical crime and a body. I was categorized as being a sex offender and was thus subject to
excessive stipulations and cruel and unusual punishment. And no one would help me precisely
because of the tag.

Chapter Twenty-one: If it Works for an Idiot

Why should you listen to me?
Perhaps for the same reason idiot Savants or prodigies display exceptional talent. If the science
worked for an idiot like me to reach so many people and write twelve books, that says
something. The guy that rises from the lowest to highest point in society is the guy you should be
watching carefully and listening to. I am like the country’s landfill, people and officials from
every state dump on me. More than that, well over a million has been spent by government
agencies to stop or restrict me. Yet my self-esteem is really that I think of myself as an idiot, but

said that only if the reader is thinking that. I am accomplishing more than most people, and I
have a record of many achievements from a very young age to present.
Why would elements of government even want to stop me if I am helping people? Perhaps there
is a reason. Truth be said, I am not a mediocre mind, and my self-esteem survives because I
know that like you, I am a good person.

“The man with the greatest soul will always face the greatest war with the lowminded person.

“Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre
minds.” ― Albert Einstein

I have found my way out of the illusion, but will you?
I have studied the practical application of the principles of conscious creation for over 45-years.
They have worked under all conditions. They have worked so well that I have prevailed despite
all the seeming odds against me. One of the reasons why is because my goal has always been to
raise civilization to the highest possible level. I am somewhat impervious to any vilification and
barriers erected to block my progress because everything I am telling you is true.

Einstein
Just about everyone will listen to what Einstein says because he has all the credentials and is
recognized as an world scientific authority. The state claims authority regarding my case, yet the
irony is that Einstein will direct you to listen to people like me rather than those in the
government.

“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree it
will live its whole life believing that it is stupid. “

“As our circle of knowledge expands, so does the circumference of darkness
surrounding it.

“The person who follows the crowd will usually go no further than the crowd.
The person who walks alone is likely to find himself in places no one has ever
seen before.

“The mediocre mind is incapable of understanding the man who refuses to
bow blindly to conventional prejudices and chooses instead to express his
opinions courageously and honestly.

“Unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth. If people are
good only because they fear punishment, and hope for reward, then we are a
sorry lot indeed.

“The difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has its limits.

“Few people are capable of expressing with equanimity opinions which differ
from the prejudices of their social environment.

“What is right is not always popular, and what is popular is not always right.”

― Albert Einstein

David Bohm’s science fit
I did not actually base my ideas on David Bohm’s science, rather later in my life I recognized
that he explained what I had already figured out. What people were laughing at me for saying

they were giving Bohm the highest awards for saying. David Bohm gave my philosophy a
scientific face.

Chapter Twenty-two: Escape the Meritocracy

How do I get out of a negative situation?
The way out of a negative situation, chaos or disaster is to focus on your highest life purpose and
the highest level of thought possible. When initially faced with an actual physical emergency you
must remain calm and rational and analyze the situation and/or your options. Get help if
necessary but seek your own intuition for personal life direction. Choose the best response and
then proceed with confidence. Once that is done, drop all thoughts on the problem and focus only
on the highest possible outcome or the resolution you have chosen as your goal.
If no good options seem to exist, do not rely on the conventional and rational process of thinking
you learned from culture. Do not limit what you believe can happen. Physical cause and effect
does not have to apply. Psychological cause and effect does apply. Use your thoughts and
emotions to materialize a more favorable series of events.
To begin to use your thoughts to manifest a more desirable sequence of events, focus only on the
solution or the most positive memories or events in your life, your purpose in life and highest
ambitions. Bring the highest possible energy into your body and manifest that energy as an
event.
Energy can manifest events. By projecting positive energy, you can shift yourself to a more
favorable sequence of probabilities. This is like a train changing tracks.

If you do not fully comprehend the superiority of this principles and approach, you may need to
consider the new science and then come back to this point in this book.

How to change probabilities
You can use your mind to focus in on a sequence of events that a probable self is experiencing.
This will draw components of that line of probability into your current life experience, displacing
the negative sequence.
Whenever you make a decision, you create a probable self who took the direction represented by
the probability in which you decided differently. Suppose you are in an alley in a dingy city
because you have recently lost your home and became homeless. Go back to the decision that led
to your situation and imagine you had decided differently. Had you done that, where would you
be now and how would you be thinking? How would your life be different and what would be
your beliefs, thoughts and emotions? To shift probabilities, adopt that mind-set. Create a positive
psychological climate by focusing on the desirable alternative while knowing that you are tuning
into probabilities in order to change your current situation.
Do not just stuff negative emotions down. You can rebuke them, but then create happiness
thought focus on your happiness and anything that makes you feel good, as long as it does not
hurt others.
Regardless of whether or not you can remember any life-altering decision, imagine that you
instead took the right path and then imagine what your life could be like now had you done that.
You are not trying to fool yourself, but to simply imagine what you want to draw that energy to
you. By focusing on what you want you can cause a realignment. On a deep level of
consciousness, a realignment with different probabilities can take place.
When this happens, the realignment will draw elements of those probabilities closer to the line of
probability you are currently experiencing and will manifest the closest equivalent possible into
your current life situation. This will happen as a series of synchronistic events or seeming
coincidences that bring you something far better than you expected.
You can go as far back as you want to find a time when you could have chosen a different line of
probability to create a new merging of that probability into your present. Perhaps as a child you

had an ambition to follow a noble path. Imagine what your life would be like now had you done
that. Contemplate that reality as if you had chosen that path and were experiencing it currently.
This is called visualizing the wish fulfilled.
Doing so may trigger a shift that you do not now foresee. It could be a stranger offering help, a
job offer, a suggestion, or whatever. When that event happens, follow your intuition and trust
that the events you are experiencing are for a reason and that you will be led you out of your
problems and into the desirable future or events you are visualizing.
However long this takes, you must maintain a positive attitude and patience to the best of your
ability. Use all skills and your wits to extrapolate yourself from the undesirable elements by
whatever means are presented and by a series of small steps if necessary. As it took some time
for you to get into your current situation, it may require the same process in reverse to get out.
But instead of focusing on your problems you will need to focus on the solution and take action
to change your situation.
You will know if you are properly focused by how you feel. If you feel fear or negative
emotions, stop what you are doing and realign with the highest level beliefs you can. Focus on
positive rather than negative emotions.

Not a millionaire yet?
Working too much, not happy, not yet a millionaire? Will you become bitter in old age, or will
you become a beacon and represent a joyful path out of the meritocracy for all those you know
and love? A meritocracy advances the people who embody the values inherent within the culture
and in doing so advance those values. Our values stress work and a materialistic and outward
oriented focus. Those who are perceived as having merit within the value system of our culture
are most heavily scripted in conventional ideas. Attorneys and Doctors, for example, adhere to
the official worldview of mechanistic science and Darwinism. Off we go to work because that is
where our values lead. We struggle because that is what Darwinism produces, but there is
absolutely no need for it.

If our world is awash with problems, it is because we are making serious mistakes. You may not
be, but others are according to very definite myths.

If the Meritocracy Got You into this Mess: I can get you out
A meritocracy is a social and political system in which citizens are advanced according to their
perceived merit. In a meritocracy, those who most strongly adhere to the belief system or values
of the meritocracy get promoted and ultimately serve to guide others into the same system of
values. Thus, we have a feedback loop reinforcing common myths.
Every idea mainstream beliefs enshrine regarding how we achieve goals is false. Our civilization
is based on myth, and for those who look, this is obvious. We create our personal and collective
world according to our beliefs, thoughts and emotions.
Are you restricted because you do not have the money you need to be free to do what you want
and live the life you desire? If so, it can only be for one reason. You may have already come to
the conclusion that the methods of the world do not work. The reason those methods do not work
is because they are all based on myths about reality. Your reality is a holographic projection of
your thoughts. If you want to change your life you must change your thinking.
If you are not successful to the full extent you desire to be, you can begin to transform your own
life and the world you are projecting today. If you are not sure if you believe that, find a way,
because believing something may be possible is the first step. Your assumptions create your
reality. When you change your perception and understanding, your world changes as if by magic.
You can escape the meritocracy and all its undesirable traps and conditions. The first step is to
recognize the myths for what they are.
Think of society as producing a lot of chaos, ineffectiveness and frustration by advancing a
distorted perception of life. It does this by advancing those who adhere most strictly to those
perceptions. This is what a meritocracy does. A follower’s perception or interpretation of events,
their nature, worth and the world they live in is a result of the meritocracy advancing those who
believe in materialism. But we see a breakdown in our civilization because of official belief
systems and several myths in particular.

When we apply a particular method to achieve a goal, we do so according to our perception of
reality. If, for example, our upbringing leads us to believe that actions matter, then we take action
to achieve our goals. If we come to see the world as a threat, and people, diseases and
government out to get us, we build up defenses and remain fearful and on guard for those
particular threats. If we fear we could be kidnapped, for example, we will read reality in such a
way as to confirm our belief. We may take something positive or unusual and read it as being
what we fear. When a group or segment of society does this the result can be radicalism, fake
news, racism, division, false core beliefs and wrongful convictions. We will be like the child
who said, “he looks like a kidnapper and his van looks like a kidnapper’s van.”
Our negative focus creates more of what we fear most. The same holds true for courts or entire
civilizations We do not realize this only because of the fog created by our myths. The country is
now producing one disaster after another because that is what the majority are focused on.

Chapter Twenty-three: Why positive thinking may not seem to
work initially

When we try to focus on what we want, we get what I call static. The static is over a thousand
past thoughts that reinforce the basic beliefs of the meritocracy to which we belong. The static is
coming from these beliefs and thoughts. These are the voices in us that protest what we are doing
that is going against the inner “laws” of our meritocracy. We are breaking an unspoken mental
code and we are often punished by these inner voices which often come alive when we are
moving in a contrary direction philosophically.

This is why many people who try positive thinking give up and say it does not work. A thousand
voices all rise up within them, and like little invisible people, these voices represent the beliefs of
our elders, news broadcasts, teachers and authorities.
Our mind does form matter, but when we try to apply the associated principles, we are going
against the most basic principles of our meritocracy. But we really have no other choice. If we
are going to achieve our goals and live a blissful life, we must go in a new direction. It simply
must be done.
We have to change basic scripting or more of the problems like coronavirus, economic collapse,
democracy failing, police brutality and cruelty will destroy our civilization. Those most trapped
in the illusion will only listen to others with degrees that confirm scripting into the mechanistic
paradigm. We only listen to who are recognized authorities, and these are the people who have
earned their recognition by associating only with others who are educated in the same myths.
There is one exception, self-proclaimed realists will often refrain from attacking intellectual
giants like Einstein and David Bohm. This affords people like Einstein the opportunity to speak
truth, the words of which I have posted in this book.

It is all pointing to the existence of probabilities
You select probabilities by what you believe, think and feel. When you understand this principle,
you can take control of your life and reality. Make a list of what you want in your head, on a
device or on paper. Look at that list and decide now that you will have all of those items on your
list. As soon as you adopt and operate by the new paradigm of selecting probabilities you will
begin creating the things you have decided you should and will have.
The age we are living in is not superior to previous eras in which people lived their lives
according to myth but is a part of them. We are within a 5,000-year-old violent era and we are
working all the time because our civilization is steeped in myth. Off we go to work, suffering
and struggling, but there is absolutely no need for it. You may already know all of this, in which
case you can find articles or books to learn more about the principles, techniques and methods of
manifesting.

In global paradigm-shift the stakes are higher and applying a new paradigm becomes a way to
survive. The sooner you begin applying the principles of conscious creation the safer you and
your loved ones will be. As the old ways fail only those who are creatively adaptive will thrive.
You can use your thoughts to escape the limitations you currently experience. Once you have
had some success, then you will have first-hand evidence that your thoughts create your reality.
The natural power to create the life you choose comes from an understanding of the facts about
reality, and the truth is far more amazing than the myths 99% of the population insist on. Those
myths are responsible for the problems that plague us now.
You can choose to be weak, and you can be a victim, or you can change your reality by owning
you true power. Distinguish yourself from those who believe they are victims of their own life,
physical reality, other people, circumstances and everything under the sun.

Why is there so much disagreement in the world today?
David Bohm's holographic universe will begin to explain how a civilization projects its primary
beliefs into physical events in such a way as to be fooled by the results. What we see in life is a
projection of our beliefs, not necessarily inherent facts.

Primary myths
All the problems in our world, from personal discontent and inability to create desires and
achieve goals to coronavirus, overbearing governments, economic struggling, crime, war and
strife, are a result of two misconceptions.
1. An inherent distrust of human nature. This is the yardstick by which we create our reality,
personally and collectively. Remove this false belief, and we solve our problems, personally and
collectively.
2. A misunderstanding of how we create our reality. The world’s most advanced science tells
us how we create our reality. Quantum physics should be listened to because it is actually just the
study of life.

As soon as one clears these false concepts from their belief system their desires, goals and
dreams will be unblocked and they can begin the process of physical manifestation.

Inner programs
Behavior is dictated by the inner programs (values or beliefs that we inherit from the culture we
are born into). When that behavior is less than ideal, or if we cannot achieve our ambitions and
goals, we need to look at our values and workings of our belief system. Behavioral errors and
inability to manifest and maintain a high standard of living and personal wealth are a result of
incorrect belief systems. Ironically, those negative causal beliefs systems are reinforced by the
very institutions that regulate, control and/or punish. The institutions are carriers of mainstream
myths that cause undesirable behavior in the first place.
Institutions derive their power (the models on which they are based) from what the meritocracy
values (underlying beliefs of the majority).

Chapter Twenty-four: Problem-Solving

Let go and enjoy the book and the thoughts it will bring up. Do not try to use the concepts like a
hammer to pound what you want into reality. As a new perspective dawns and illuminates all
aspects of your life you will be able to work less and achieve more.
Letting go and enjoying the magic of the moment is one of the keys to making this material
work. In letting go, the precise ideas that you need to solve your problems will simply appear
while you are puttering around the house or doing odds and ends, or whatever it is you do for fun
and relaxation. I am not saying that you can’t work or apply this material in a work setting, only
that it is better to use it in a variety of ways and especially in the manner I have just suggested.

In an interactive universe, when you change your thoughts, your life changes. This is because
your beliefs, thoughts and emotions are energy that influence and create matter and reality. In the
simplest terms, everything is energy, and everything is connected. Your slightest thought or
emotion affects everything. Every thought and emotion has great power within it. You must use
your ability to generate thoughts and emotions carefully.
We live in a universe that responds to your needs, wishes, desires, dreams, purposes, beliefs,
thoughts and emotions. What you think and the attitudes you hold evoke a very specific kind of
response from the universe. If you change those thoughts and attitudes, reality suddenly delivers.
Einstein knew this. He knew that a person’s beliefs hold the key to the solution to all their
problems, and so he left this message for us.

“The most important decision we make,” Einstein said, “is whether we believe
we live in a friendly or a hostile universe.”

The ways of the world have not worked because official mainstream beliefs say we live in a cold
and cruel universe. It is not anyone’s fault, it is just that the time has come for learning, and if
you have not yet discovered this new thinking, it is simple and it is logical. You ARE altruistic!
The principles I teach can be applied to all subjects. Apply the template I provide to whatever
issue you have, and you will soon get results. It is not a matter of getting a specific bit of
information as we do in the old way of approaching problems. If you design houses you will
need to know building codes, but if you want to make more money, attract quality people and
really rich and diverse life experiences, you won’t get good answers or methods in an instruction
manual. More importantly, you won’t get it by hovering over your problems in a strained and
needy way.
We were taught to solve problems by focusing on them. We learn that it is proper to worry about
people and events, so this method I teach is super simple yet hard to “get” for most. Analyzing
and breaking down problems and studying them is the old way. Shocking to many, the solution is
actually in the opposite direction. You need an opposing energy or neutral energy. To get the

energy you need to solve the problem, you need to divert your mind as much as you possibly can
from your problem to whatever is working in your life.
You do not need specific information on the subject you may be searching, such as “How to
build better wiblets and make money doing it,” rather you need the principles I have begun to
explain to you. Apply these principles to your problems. It works, because, as I said in the
beginning, I have suffered a psychological assault so disturbing I will not write about it. Yet
despite that I am pumping out books to solve world problems.

Chapter Twenty-five: More on Problem Solving

The way we used to solve problems is no match for this method
Different beliefs procure different results from the universe. Your thoughts and emotions are like
keyword phrases you use to conduct searches on Google or Bing, only in this case the results you
get are three-dimensional rather than images on a flat screen. You cannot force solutions or your
life to go your way, you have to evoke happenings by working with what wants to happen or
prod from reality what you want with high inspiration and vivid emotional thought. This is a new
science and art. Forget everything you have been told.

Your really bad problem
If you are here because of any kind of problem or limitation, I sympathize with you, I’ve been
there, and in a big way. I’ve been attacked and I’ve been down and out, and I’ve struggled to
achieve the greatest possible goals despite large numbers of people condemning me in the worst
possible way.
Because we will run ourselves into the ground by trying to force changes, we are left with one
option, and that is to change our thoughts about our problem or let them go completely. I am not

suggesting that you stop working or applying yourself in rational ways, just don’t hammer at
yourself or insist the universe deliver and then crash into depression and fall into debt because
you only made $40,000 and not $100,000.

The slightest thought changes everything
I am one to believe that the answer to any problem is always as present as the problem is. As
Jane Roberts said in her Seth series, the solution is with us and right under our nose, but not
apparent only because our focus of attention is primarily on the problem. The way we are all
taught to solve problems and achieve goals is flawed. When we focus on a problem in an attempt
to solve it, our focus on the problem tends to lock ourselves into the problem and feeds energy
into it. If you focus on what is wrong in any area it will grow to enormous proportions overnight.
But if you minimalize your problem, it will do the opposite as equally fast. It will quickly shrink
and become much easier to work with or around, or it will suddenly seem unimportant, and it
will dissolve before your eyes, in which case you will dismiss the entire issue. The problem does
change according to the perspective you hold. How you look at something changes what you
look at.
If you go at something in a desperate state of mind as if the world will end if you don’t do more
hard work, make more money or whatever, then the situation blows up and becomes worse. But
if you relax and let go, and enjoy yourself, perhaps also paring the problem down in your mind,
then the problem will shrink, and the universe will deliver your solution. Learn the art of
relaxation and positive attitude and sit back and watch the miracles happen.
To solve a problem, you need to escape the problem and enter the spirit of the solution. You
must get outside of the problem and dwell on the solution. If a problem seems impossible to
resolve I look to the fact that no problem is unsolvable, and then I affirm that fact. Affirming that
all things are possible is an extremely healthy affirmation.
The way the universe is designed is that nothing is impossible. It is also true that positive events
are easier to manifest than negative events. I achieved goals against what seems to be impossible
odds by using these principles.

The metaphysical principles
If you have a problem, everything leans in your favor of solving your problem and achieving
your aims because of the way the universe is designed to work. When I am feeling stuck because
of what seems to be an impossible situation, first I tell myself that it is not impossible, and then I
visualize and/or feel the end result desired. At the same time, I remind myself of my
humanitarian purpose in life. Your life’s purpose, particularly if it involves helping others can
protect you in the most challenging circumstances and will always assist you in achieving your
goals.
Change does not occur the way we think it does. We attract through the law of attraction, and we
manifest favorable conditions, events and material possessions through obtaining the goal we
desire in advance. This approach to life and the solving problems is based on my own research
over a forty-five-year period.

Expanded mind
You can live and create deliberately with an expanded mind. Simply by consciously knowing
that you are multi-dimensional, connected to everything and producing it via selecting and
creating probable events as extensions of your thoughts and emotions radically changes how you
perceive your life, reality and destiny.
Awareness and knowledge on its own can transform your experience of life. We are all
participating in a fantastic ongoing production that we create within a vast simultaneous present
moment in which we select from truly infinite possibilities exactly that which fits our desires and
the emotions, thoughts and beliefs we put out into that world.
When you sense the miracle of the moment which is so contrary to the old way of thinking, you
immediately escape whatever problem you were holding onto via inappropriate focus. Reality is
recreated every nanosecond, and the moment the old attitudes are let go of, reality shifts.
Immediately you are presented with positive, constructive choices, and immediately your reality
begins to change.

Our multi-dimensional reality tells us we are highly significant spirits embarking on a fantastic
journey with great purpose and chosen with loving care and specific ideas in mind. Your life
planning was conducted with a psychic intelligence and reach which is beyond comprehension.

Your desire and intent reach out
Your desires and intent reach out into the field of probabilities. When trusted, your impulses will
lead you to opportunities and circumstances that are best suited to your highest growth and
deepest fulfillment. Acting with care on your impulses in the best way possible will lead not only
to your own higher good, but to the best possible developments for all others who are connected
to you or affected by your decisions.
Your inner self is working out the details that will result in your goals being realized. When you
do not worry, the best possible events are effortlessly and automatically forthcoming. This is
fundamentally true regardless of your beliefs but is greatly aided with your cooperation.
Your cooperation is your acting in accordance with the more accurate picture of reality I am
offering you. You do that by focusing on what you desire in the same way an archer focuses on
the bullseye to acquire it. Your worldview is the key to effective manifesting. An accurate
worldview is your fast-track to success and the reaping of all your goals. Your advance and
intelligence will help all others.
With no knowledge of how the universe works we think random thoughts which are negative
reactions to events that seem to happen to us. This uncontrolled and haphazard creation typical of
the unenlightened ego leads to chaos and stagnation. Choose instead, the deliberately created
positive events of the enlightened new human.

Transformation via recognizing miracles
Simply by consciously knowing that you are multi-dimensional, connected to everything and
producing your body and environment via selecting probable events as extensions of your
thoughts and emotions radically changes how you perceive and experience your life, reality and
destiny. Awareness and knowledge on its own can transform your experience of life. We are all
participating in a fantastic ongoing production that we create within a vast simultaneous present

moment in which we select from truly infinite possibilities exactly that which fits our desires and
the emotions and thoughts we project into that world.
When you sense the miracle in the moment and live by the automatic assumption that your
senses are creating what you see and feel from a field of probabilities, you live an entirely
different kind of life. You find yourself living in a world that gives you great satisfaction on a
second to second basis as well as a new kind of opportunity that did not exist in the old world.
The satisfaction and appreciation you feel attracts more of the same and so everything you touch
turns to gold.

Donald Trump
The former president of the U.S., Donald Trump, uses the principle I am conveying. He often
uses it for nefarious ends, and in doing so serves as a vivid reminder of why bullies have such a
hold on us and are able to do so much damage. Fear is a powerful negative force.
As much as we don’t like him and what he is doing to our country, Trump illustrates how well
this principle works. At the same time, we see that our focus on the problem keeps us stuck with
Donald Trump here in the U.S.
I notice that politically, Democrats in the U.S. at the time I am writing this are primarily focused
on the negative outcome they fear and Donald Trump’s words and base support. They are
focused on the outcome they do not want. While this is happening, Donald Trump and his
republican base always seem to be focused on Trump’s desired outcome. Trump and the
republicans ignore everything the democrats say and/or shoot it down. Trump even ignores the
US Constitution when it is inconvenient and gets in the way of his objectives.
As horrible and upsetting as Trump’s position is, he is surviving attack because he is using the
primary principles I am outlining here to his advantage. The democrats, media and/or public that
is opposed to his actions, on the other hand, are using the traditional approach of focusing on the
problem in a state of fear and sense of powerlessness, or by worrying about it in an good
intentioned intent to solve the problem. The problem they are fixated on is Donald Trump’s
deeds and their detrimental effects.

His bullying words and the polls that show he has a base that will not be swayed no matter how
shocking and illegal his actions and words become. These are people who distrust human nature
and focus on everything wrong in the world. They can only lead us to death and destruction. If
you can harness such power for negative ends imagine what can be achieved if these principles
are employed to achieve positive ends!
Your greener fields are coming
I have quite a bit of experience applying these principles for positive goals. It is a simple process.
To achieve a goal, we need to obtain it in our mind, believe it, and have faith it will come to
pass. Then we need to use our words as powerful tools to project our outcome to others so that
they too will help us to manifest the desired end result. If we do this properly, we can achieve
our goals.
If at any time this procedure didn’t work for myself, it was because I could not shake negative
emotions. These emotions, I learned early on, came from my early life programming ― the
beliefs and rules I inherited from my parents, culture and civilization.
I have 45 years-experience applying this philosophy to problems and goals. This is why I can
help you. The exact principles and methods I apply are not what most professionals even realize
exists, but they work. If you can set aside all that you have learned so far in your life just long
enough to take a look at this approach, I promise you that you can be helped. Your problems can
be solved, and your highest goals achieved. Soon, if not now, you will be off into greener fields
and greater love, laughter and joy than you have ever encountered in life.

Albert Einstein said: “Stay away from negative people. They have a problem
for every solution”.

When we are depressed, the universe is random and thus often belligerent. It’s unsympathetic.
It’s cruel. And we are mere victims to it. There are some people who go their whole lives holding
this core belief, and they might not even be aware of it. They live as though they are victims of
circumstances. The world, to them, desperately wants to hurt them.

If Einstein’s comment seems to have a mysterious message hidden in it, it is because it does. He
left this (and other quotes) for a reason. Einstein knew that how a person thinks holds the key to
the solution to all problems, and so he left certain messages for us. He hoped it would help wake
us up when the day came. When we were ready to change the level of consciousness we were at
when we created or experienced a particular problem, we would be ready to discover the hidden
secrets in his famous quotes.

How to react and not react
When it seems that you are confronted with a problem or something unwanted it is important not
to react. If it is in the form of bullying or attack, remind yourself that the words of the bully say
more about him than you and do not react personally. For almost all problems, follow these
guidelines.
•

Do not react with fear.

•

Minimalize your emotional reaction.

•

Identify the source of painful emotion in your thinking.

•

Immediately divert your attention to something positive.

The idea behind fear or painful emotion is to alert you to a problem in your thinking. When a
situation is disturbing take a moment to identify the thought making you feel the way you do,
immediately correct it and turn your attention to something else.
Understand that negative emotional reactions put you in correspondence with similar experiences
in your life. Anger can help you to find the appropriate solution, but negative emotions when
held for longer than necessary will bring you down. Fear and anxiety more often than not
reinforce your problems and attract similar probabilities. Even mild undercurrents of fear or
worry tend to lock you into cycles of repeating problems.
The trick is not to react emotionally and be stronger than anything or anyone that attacks from a
place of ignorance. People who attack others are what I call domesticated. This means they have
lost their true selves and are wounded and negative people who are attracting pain and problems
into their world. They do not realize that they create their reality. They then use the power of the

word to harm themselves and others. They know of no other way to react to life. Yet while they
live in the darkness of negativity, they can never truly be happy.
Avoid sadness. There is no merit in sorrow. Go in the opposite direction with your emotions and
attitude in life. People like positive people, and this is because positivity changes the world for
the better. Only positive energy can change your life and what happens to you.
A person who has the ability to be joyful can change their world. Therefore, joy is one of the first
tools you will want to use to solve any problem that faces you. To pull yourself up out of
negative emotions that may be maintaining your repeating patterns, enumerate or list your most
positive qualities and accomplishments. Show the world what you’ve got and who and how
strong you are. This is your opportunity to do so. Know you are a beautiful person. Find your
most precious, soft and personal core. Find your “knowing.”
Often, because we feel unworthy, we use others to make us suffer. Any kind of positive
influence or focus will bring you into a more positive state of mind and will help to draw
solutions to you and move you into a place of emotional, intellectual and physical success.
Feel and own the state of emotional comfort and strength that comes with and reinforces “being
successful.” Answers come to you when you let the spirit do its work. That happens when you
enter the spirit of the goal. You get answers when you feel good, and you feel good when you
divert your attention away from the problem and embrace your vision for what your life can be at
its best. By projecting joy, you can rearrange your entire inner world of adopted beliefs to those
beliefs that are powerful and serve you. Attacks and challenges can be gifts that allow you to do
this.
Once your inner mind gets the message that you are not going to be hurt it begins to work with
you. Your affirmations of yourself and determination that you will not be stymied by others puts
you on a different and higher road. Your destiny changes and you learn how not to be affected by
the demented attacks and attempts to bring you down by others.
Do not focus on the problem or people attacking you. There’s all kind of people with all kinds of
beliefs in the world. Accept it and focus on the people who support you. Make an agreement
with yourself that you will create more of those kind of people in your life by focusing on them
and the kind of positive reinforcement they bring into your life.

Build an image of who and what you want to be and then focus on that. Give your inner mind the
necessary time to change. As negative beliefs or circumstances took time to grow and develop,
so too can new positive beliefs and a corresponding life take time to grow within you and
develop into a new life.
Every object and event has a basic energy that created it. If you change the energy within you,
everything in your environment and the conditions in your life will begin to change in quality.
Nothing in life can hurt you if you do not allow it to. No one can stop your dreams from
manifesting. That is not how the universe works. It is a friendly universe. If you cannot take my
word for it, take Einstein’s. Most importantly, know that consciousness itself is altruistic and that
YOU are an altruistic person!
The end.

